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AbstratWe propose a set of transformation rules for onstraint logi programs with negation. We assumethat every program is loally strati�ed and, thus, it has a unique perfet model. We give su�ientonditions whih ensure that the proposed set of transformation rules preserves the perfet modelof the programs. Our rules extend in some respets the rules for logi programs and onstraintlogi programs already onsidered in the literature and, in partiular, they inlude a rule forunfolding a lause with respet to a negative literal.Key words: Program transformation, transformation rules, onstraint logi programming





3.1. IntrodutionProgram transformation is a very powerful methodology for developing orret and e�ientprograms from formal spei�ations. This methodology is partiularly onvenient in the ase ofdelarative programming languages, where programs are formulas and program transformationsan be viewed as replaements of formulas by new, equivalent formulas.The main advantage of using the program transformation methodology for program develop-ment is that it allows us to address the orretness and the e�ieny issues at separate stages.Often little e�ort is required for enoding formal spei�ations (written by using equational orlogial formalisms) as delarative programs (written as funtional or logi programs). Theseprograms are orret by onstrution, but they are often omputationally ine�ient. Here iswhere program transformation omes into play: from a orret (and possibly ine�ient) initialprogram version we an derive a orret and e�ient program version by means of a sequene ofprogram transformations that preserve orretness. We say that a program transformation pre-serves orretness, or it is orret, if the semantis of the initial program is equal to the semantisof the derived program.A very popular approah followed when applying the program transformation methodology, isthe one based on transformation rules and strategies [9℄: the rules are elementary transformationsthat preserve the program semantis and the strategies are (possibly nondeterministi) proe-dures that guide the appliation of transformation rules with the objetive of deriving e�ientprograms. Thus, a program transformation is realized by a sequene P0; : : : ; Pn of programs,alled a transformation sequene, where, for i = 0; : : : ; n�1, Pk+1 is derived from Pk by applyinga transformation rule aording to a given transformation strategy. A transformation sequeneis said to be orret if the programs P0; : : : ; Pn have the same semantis.Various sets of program transformation rules have been proposed in the literature for severaldelarative programming languages, suh as, funtional [9, 39℄, logi [44℄, onstraint [7, 11, 27℄,and funtional-logi languages [1℄. In this paper we onsider a onstraint logi programminglanguage with negation [19, 28℄ and we study the orretness of a set of transformation rulesthat extends the sets whih were already onsidered for onstraint logi programming languages.We will not deal here with transformation strategies, but we will show through some examples(see Setion 5) that the transformation rules an be applied in a rather systemati (yet not fullyautomati) way.We assume that onstraint logi programs are loally strati�ed [4, 35℄. This assumption sim-pli�es our treatment beause the semantis of a loally strati�ed program is determined by itsunique perfet model whih is equal to its unique stable model, whih is also its unique, totalwell-founded model [4, 35℄. (The de�nitions of loally strati�ed programs, perfet models, andother notions used in this paper are realled in Setion 2.)The set of transformation rules we onsider in this paper inludes the unfolding and foldingrules (see, for instane, [7, 11, 16, 17, 23, 27, 29, 31, 37, 36, 40, 42, 43, 44℄). In order to understandhow these rules work, let us �rst onsider propositional programs. The de�nition of an atom ain a program is the set of lauses that have a as head. The atom a is also alled the de�niendum.The disjuntion of the bodies of the lauses that onstitute the de�nition of a, is alled thede�niens. Basially, the appliation of the unfolding rule onsists in replaing an atom ourringin the body of a lause by its de�niens and then applying, if neessary, some suitable booleanlaws to obtain lauses. For instane, given the following programs P1 and P2:



4. P1: p q ^ r P2: p :a ^ rq  :a p b ^ rq  b q  :aq  bwe have that by unfolding the �rst lause of program P1 we get program P2.Folding is the inverse of unfolding and onsists in replaing an ourrene of a de�niens bythe orresponding ourrene of the de�niendum (before this replaement we may apply suitableboolean laws). For instane, by folding the �rst two lauses of P2 using the de�nition of q,we get program P1. An important feature of the folding rule is that the de�nition used forfolding may our in a previous program in the transformation sequene. The formal de�nitionsof the unfolding and folding transformation rules for onstraint logi programs will be given inSetion 3. The usefulness of the program transformation approah based on the unfolding andfolding rules, is now very well reognized in the sienti� ommunity as indiated by a largenumber of papers (see [29℄ for a survey).A relevant property we will prove in this paper is that the unfolding of a lause w.r.t. an atomourring in a negative literal, also alled negative unfolding, preserves the perfet model of aloally strati�ed program. This property is interesting, beause negative unfolding is useful forprogram transformation, but it may not preserve the perfet models (nor the stable models, northe well-founded model) if the programs are not loally strati�ed. For instane, let us onsiderthe following programs P1 and P2:P1: p :q P2: p pq  :p q  :pProgram P2 an be obtained by unfolding the �rst lause of P1 (i.e., by �rst replaing q by thebody :p of the lause de�ning q, and then replaing ::p by p). Program P1 has two perfetmodels: fpg and fqg, while program P2 has the unique perfet model fqg.In this paper we onsider the following transformation rules (see Setion 3): de�nition intro-dution and de�nition elimination (for introduing and eliminating de�nitions of prediates),positive and negative unfolding, positive and negative folding (that is, unfolding and foldingw.r.t. a positive and a negative ourrene of an atom, respetively), and also rules for applyingboolean laws and rules for manipulating onstraints.Similarly to other sets of transformation rules presented in the literature (see, for instane,[1, 7, 9, 11, 27, 39, 44℄), a transformation sequene onstruted by arbitrary appliations of thetransformation rules presented in this paper, may be inorret. As ustomary, we will ensurethe orretness of transformation sequenes only if they satisfy suitable properties: we will allthem admissible sequenes (see Setion 4). Although our transformation rules are extensionsor adaptations of transformation rules already onsidered for strati�ed logi programs or logiprograms, in general, for our orretness proof we annot rely on already known results. Indeed,the de�nition of an admissible transformation sequene depends on the interation among therules and, in partiular, orretness may not be preserved if we modify even one rule only.To see that known results do not extend in a straightforward way when adding negative un-folding to a set of transformation rules, let us onsider the transformation sequenes onstrutedby �rst (1) unfolding all lauses of a de�nition Æ and then (2) folding some of the resultinglauses by using the de�nition Æ itself. If at Step (1) we use positive unfolding only, then theperfet model semantis is preserved [37, 42℄, while this semantis may not be preserved if weuse negative unfolding, as indiated by the following example.Example 1. Let us onsider the transformation sequene P0; P1; P2, where:



5.P0: p(X) :q(X) P1: p(X) X<0 ^ :q(X) P2: p(X) X<0 ^ p(X)q(X) X� 0 q(X) X� 0 q(X) X� 0q(X) q(X) q(X) q(X) q(X) q(X)Program P1 is derived by unfolding the �rst lause of P0 w.r.t. the negative literal :q(X) (that is,by replaing the de�niendum q(X) by its de�niens X� 0_q(X), and then applying De Morgan'slaw). Program P2 is derived by folding the �rst lause of P1 using the de�nition p(X) :q(X)in P0. We have that, for any a<0, the atom p(a) belongs to the perfet model of P0, while p(a)does not belong to the perfet model of P2.The main result of this paper (see Theorem 4.8 in Setion 4) shows the orretness of a trans-formation sequene onstruted by �rst (1) unfolding all lauses of a (non-reursive) de�nitionÆ w.r.t. a positive literal, then (2) unfolding zero or more lauses w.r.t. a negative literal, and�nally (3) folding some of the resulting lauses by using the de�nition Æ. The orretness of suhtransformation sequenes annot be established by the orretness results presented in [37, 42℄.The paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2 we present the basi de�nitions of loallystrati�ed onstraint logi programs and perfet models. In Setion 3 we present our set oftransformation rules and in Setion 4 we give su�ient onditions on transformation sequenesthat ensure the preservation of perfet models. In Setion 5 we present some examples of programderivation using our transformation rules. In all these examples the negative unfolding rule playsa ruial role. Finally, in Setion 6 we disuss related work and future researh.2. PreliminariesIn this setion we reall the syntax and semantis of onstraint logi programs with negation.In partiular, we will give the de�nitions of loally strati�ed programs and perfet models. Fornotions not de�ned here the reader may refer to [2, 4, 19, 20, 26℄.2.1. Syntax of Constraint Logi ProgramsWe onsider a �rst order language L generated by an in�nite set Vars of variables, a set Funtof funtion symbols with arity, and a set Pred of prediate symbols (or prediates, for short) witharity. We assume that Pred is the union of two disjoint sets: (i) the set Pred of onstraint pred-iate symbols, inluding the equality symbol =, and (ii) the set Predu of user de�ned prediatesymbols.A term of L is either a variable or an expression of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn), where f is an n-ary funtion symbol and t1; : : : ; tn are terms. An atomi formula is an expression of the formp(t1; : : : ; tn) where p is an n-ary prediate symbol and t1; : : : ; tn are terms. A formula of L iseither an atomi formula or a formula onstruted from atomi formulas by means of onnetives(:, ^, _, !,  , $) and quanti�ers (9, 8).Let e be a term, or a formula, or a set of terms or formulas. The set of variables ourringin e is denoted by vars(e). Given a formula ', the set of the free variables ourring in ' isdenoted by FV ('). A term or a formula is ground i� it does not ontain variables. Given aset X = fX1; : : : ;Xng of n variables, by 8X ' we denote the formula 8X1 : : : 8Xn '. By 8(')we denote the universal losure of ', that is, the formula 8X ', where FV (') = X. Analogousnotations will be adopted for the existential quanti�er 9.A primitive onstraint is an atomi formula p(t1; : : : ; tn) where p is a prediate symbol inPred. The set C of onstraints is the smallest set of formulas of L that ontains all primitive



6.onstraints and is losed w.r.t. negation, onjuntion, and existential quanti�ation. This losureassumption simpli�es our treatment, but as we will indiate at the end of this setion, we ando without it.An atom is an atomi formula p(t1; : : : ; tn) where p is an element of Predu and t1; : : : ; tn areterms. A literal is either an atom A, also alled positive literal, or a negated atom :A, also allednegative literal. Given any literal L, by L we denote: (i) :A, if L is the atom A, and (ii) A, ifL is the negated atom :A. A goal is a (possibly empty) onjuntion of literals (here we departfrom the terminology used in [2, 26℄, where a goal is de�ned as the negation of a onjuntion ofliterals). A onstrained literal is the onjuntion of a onstraint and a literal. A onstrained goalis the onjuntion of a onstraint and a goal.A lause  is a formula of the form H   ^ G, where: (i) H is an atom, alled the headof  and denoted hd(), and (ii)  ^ G is a onstrained goal, alled the body of  and denotedbd(). A onjuntion of onstraints and/or literals may be empty (in whih ase it is equivalentto true). A lause of the form H  , where  is a onstraint and the goal part of the body isthe empty onjuntion of literals, is alled a onstrained fat. A lause of the form H  , whosebody is the empty onjuntion, is alled a fat.A onstraint logi program (or program, for short) is a �nite set of lauses. A de�nite lause isa lause whose body has no ourrenes of negative literals. A de�nite program is a �nite set ofde�nite lauses.Given two atoms p(t1; : : : ; tn) and p(u1; : : : ; un), we denote by p(t1; : : : ; tn) = p(u1; : : : ; un) theonstraint: t1=u1 ^ : : :^ tn=un. For the notion of substitution and for the appliation of a sub-stitution to a term we refer to [2, 26℄. Given a formula ' and a substitution fX1=t1; : : : ;Xn=tngwe denote by 'fX1=t1; : : : ;Xn=tng the result of simultaneously replaing in ' all free ourrenesof X1; : : : ;Xn by t1; : : : ; tn.We say that a prediate p immediately depends on a prediate q in a program P i� there existsin P a lause of the form p(: : :)  B and q ours in B. We say that p depends on q in P i�there exists a sequene p1; : : : ; pn, with n>1, of prediates suh that: (i) p1 = p, (ii) pn = q, and(iii) for i = 1; : : : ; n�1, pi immediately depends on pi+1. Given a user de�ned prediate p and aprogram P , the de�nition of p in P , denoted Def (p; P ), is the set of lauses  in P suh that pis the prediate symbol of hd().A variable renaming is a bijetive mapping from Vars to Vars. The appliation of a variablerenaming � to a formula ' returns the formula �('), whih is said to be a variant of ', obtainedby replaing eah (bound or free) variable ourrene X in ' by the variable �(X). A variantof a set f'1; : : : ; 'ng of formulas is the set f�('1); : : : ; �('n)g, also denoted �(f'1; : : : ; 'ng).During program transformation we will feel free to silently apply variable renamings to lausesand to sets of lauses beause, as the reader may verify, they preserve program semantis (seeSetion 2.2). Moreover, we will feel free to hange the names of the bound variables ourringin onstraints, as usually done in prediate alulus.2.2. Semantis of Constraint Logi ProgramsIn this setion we present the de�nition of the semantis of onstraint logi programs withnegation. This de�nition extends similar de�nitions given in the literature for de�nite onstraintlogi programs [19℄ and logi programs with negation [4, 35℄.We proeed as follows: (i) we de�ne an interpretation for the onstraints, following the approahused in �rst order logi (see, for instane, [2℄), (ii) we introdue the notion of D-model, that is,a model for onstraint logi programs whih is parametri w.r.t. the interpretation D for the



7.onstraints, (iii) we introdue the notion of loally strati�ed program, and �nally, (iv) we de�nethe perfet D-model (also alled perfet model, for short) of loally strati�ed programs.An interpretation D for the onstraints onsists of: (1) a non-empty set D, alled arrier,(2) an assignment of a funtion fD: Dn ! D to eah n-ary funtion symbol f in Funt, and(3) an assignment of a relation pD over Dn to eah n-ary prediate symbol in Pred . In partiular,D assigns the set fhd; di j d 2 Dg to the equality symbol =.We assume that D is a set of ground terms. This is not restritive beause we may add suitable0-ary funtion symbols to L.Given a formula ' whose prediate symbols belong to Pred , we onsider the satisfationrelation D j= ', whih is de�ned as usual in �rst order prediate alulus (see, for instane, [2℄).A onstraint  is said to be satis�able i� its existential losure is satis�able, that is, D j= 9().If D 6j= 9(), then  is said to be unsatis�able in D.Given an interpretation D for the onstraints, a D-interpretation I assigns a relation over Dnto eah n-ary user de�ned prediate symbol in Predu, that is, I an be identi�ed with a subsetof the set BD of ground atoms de�ned as follows:BD = fp(d1; : : : ; dn) j p is a prediate symbol in Predu and (d1; : : : ; dn) 2 Dng:A valuation is a funtion v: Vars ! D. We extend the domain of a valuation v to terms,onstraints, literals, and lauses as we now indiate. Given a term t, we indutively de�ne theterm v(t) as follows: (i) if t is a variable X then v(t) = v(X), and (ii) if t is f(t1; : : : ; tn) thenv(t) = fD(v(t1); : : : ; v(tn)). Given a onstraint , v() is the onstraint obtained by replaingevery free variable X 2 FV () by the ground term v(X). Notie that v() is a losed formulawhih may be not ground. Given a literal L, (i) if L is the atom p(t1; : : : ; tn), then v(L) isthe ground atom p(v(t1); : : : ; v(tn)), and (ii) if L is the negated atom :A, then v(L) is theground, negated atom :v(A). Given a lause : H   ^ L1 ^ : : : ^ Lm, v() is the lausev(H) v() ^ v(L1) ^ : : : ^ v(Lm).Let I be a D-interpretation and v a valuation. Given a literal L, we say that v(L) is true inI i� either (i) L is an atom and v(L) 2 I, or (ii) L is a negated atom :A and v(A) 62 I. We saythat the literal v(L) is false in I i� it is not true in I. Given a lause : H  ^L1 ^ : : : ^Lm,v() is true in I i� either (i) v(H) is true in I, or (ii) D 6j= v(), or (iii) there exists i 2 f1; : : : ;mgsuh that v(Li) is false in I.A D-interpretation I is a D-model of a program P i� for every lause  in P and for everyvaluation v, we have that v() is true in I. It an be shown that every de�nite onstraint logiprogram P has a least D-model w.r.t. set inlusion (see, for instane [20℄).Unfortunately, onstraint logi programs whih are not de�nite may fail to have a least D-model. For example, the program onsisting of the lause p  :q has the two minimal (notleast) models fpg and fqg. This fat has motivated the introdution of the set of loally strati�edprograms [4, 35℄. For every loally strati�ed program one an assoiate a unique (minimal, butnot least, w.r.t. set inlusion) model, alled perfet model, as follows.A loal strati�ation is a funtion �: BD ! W , where W is the set of ountable ordinals. IfA 2 BD and �(A) is the ordinal �, we say that the stratum of A is �. Given a lause  in aprogram P , a valuation v, and a loal strati�ation �, we say that a lause v() of the form:H   ^ L1 ^ : : : ^ Lm is loally strati�ed w.r.t. � i� either D j= : or, for i = 1; : : : ;m, if Li isan atom A then �(H) � �(A) else if Li is a negated atom :A then �(H) > �(A). Given a loalstrati�ation �, we say that program P is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �, or � is a loal strati�ationfor P , i� for every lause  in P and for every valuation v, the lause v() is loally strati�edw.r.t. �. A program P is loally strati�ed i� there exists a loal strati�ation � suh that P is



8.loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. For instane, let us onsider the following program Even:even(0) even(X) X=Y +1 ^ :even(Y )where the interpretation for the onstraints is as follows: (1) the arrier is the set of the naturalnumbers, and (2) the addition funtion is assigned to the funtion symbol +. The programEven is loally strati�ed w.r.t. the strati�ation funtion � suh that for every natural numbern, �(even(n)) = n.The perfet model of a program P whih is loally strati�ed w.r.t. a strati�ation funtion� is the least D-model of P w.r.t. a suitable ordering based on �, as spei�ed by the followingde�nition. This ordering is, in general, di�erent from set inlusion.De�nition 1. (Perfet Model) [35℄. Let P be a loally strati�ed program, let � be any loalstrati�ation for P , and let I, J be D-interpretations. We say that I is preferable to J , and wewrite I�J i� for every A1 2 I�J there exists A2 2 J�I suh that �(A1) > �(A2). A D-modelM of P is alled a perfet D-model (or a perfet model, for short) i� for every D-model N ofP di�erent from M , we have that M�N .It an be shown that the perfet model of a loally strati�ed program always exists and does notdepend on the hoie of the loal strati�ation funtion �, as stated by the following theorem.Theorem 2.1. [35℄ Every loally strati�ed program P has a unique perfet model M(P ).By Theorem 2.1, M(P ) is the least D-model of P w.r.t. the � ordering. For instane, the perfetmodel of the program onsisting of the lause p  :q is fpg beause �(p) > �(q) and, thus,the D-model fpg is preferable to the D-model fqg (i.e., fpg�fqg ). Similarly, it an be veri�edthat the perfet model of the program Even is M(Even) = feven(n) jn is an even non-negativeintegerg. In Setion 4 we will provide a method for onstruting the perfet model of a loallystrati�ed program based on the notion of proof tree.Let us onlude this setion by showing that the assumption that the set C of onstraints islosed w.r.t. negation, onjuntion, and existential quanti�ation is not really needed. Indeed,given a loally strati�ed lause H   ^G, where the onstraint  is written by using negation,or onjuntion, or existential quanti�ation, we an replae H   ^G by an equivalent set ofloally strati�ed lauses. For instane, if  is 9X d then we an replae H   ^G by the twolauses:H  newp(Y1; : : : ; Yn) ^Gnewp(Y1; : : : ; Yn) dwhere newp is a new, user de�ned prediate and fY1; : : : ; Yng = FV (9X d). Analogous replae-ments an be applied in the ase where a onstraint is written by using negation or onjuntion.3. The Transformation RulesIn this setion we present a set of rules for transforming loally strati�ed onstraint logi pro-grams. We postpone to Setion 6 the detailed omparison of our set of transformation rules withother sets of rules whih were proposed in the literature for transforming logi programs andonstraint logi programs. The appliation of our transformation rules is illustrated by simpleexamples. More omplex examples will be given in Setion 5.



9.The transformation rules are used to onstrut a transformation sequene, that is, a sequeneP0; : : : ; Pn of programs. We assume that P0 is loally strati�ed w.r.t. a �xed loal strati�ationfuntion �: BD ! W , and we will say that P0; : : : ; Pn is onstruted using �. We also assumethat we are given a set Pred int � Predu of prediates of interest.A transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn is onstruted as follows. Suppose that we have on-struted a transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pk, for 0� k� n�1, the next program Pk+1 in thetransformation sequene is derived from program Pk by the appliation of a transformation ruleamong R1�R10 de�ned below.Our �rst rule is the de�nition introdution rule, whih is applied for introduing a new prediatede�nition. Notie that by this rule we an introdue a new prediate de�ned by m (� 1) non-reursive lauses.R1. De�nition Introdution. Let us onsider m (�1) lauses of the form:Æ1 : newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) 1 ^G1: : :Æm : newp(X1; : : : ;Xh) m ^Gmwhere:(i) newp is a prediate symbol not ourring in fP0; : : : ; Pkg,(ii) X1; : : : ;Xh are distint variables ourring in FV (f1 ^G1; : : : ; m ^Gmg),(iii) every prediate symbol ourring in fG1; : : : ; Gmg also ours in P0, and(iv) for every ground substitution # with domain fX1; : : : ;Xhg,�(newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#) is the least ordinal � suh that, for every valuation v and for everyi = 1; : : : ;m,either (iv.1) D j= :v(i#) or (iv.2) for every literal L ourring in v(Gi#), if L is an atom Athen ���(A) else if L is a negated atom :A then �>�(A).By de�nition introdution (or de�nition, for short) from program Pk we derive the programPk+1 = Pk [ fÆ1; : : : ; Æmg. For k � 0, Defsk denotes the set of lauses introdued by thede�nition rule during the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pk. In partiular, Defs0 = ;.Condition (iv), whih is needed to ensure that � is a loal strati�ation for eah programin the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pk+1 (see Proposition 4.1), is not atually restritive,beause newp is a prediate symbol not ourring in P0 and, thus, we an always hoose theloal strati�ation � for P0 so that Condition (iv) holds. As a onsequene of Condition (iv),�(newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#) is the least upper bound of Sp [ Sn w.r.t. < where:Sp = f�(A)j 1� i�m; v is a valuation, A ours in v(Gi#); D j= v(i#)}, andSn = f�(A)+1j 1� i�m; v is a valuation, :A ours in v(Gi#); D j= v(i#)}.In partiular, if for i = 1; : : : ;m, D j= :9(i#), then Sp[Sn = ; and �(newp(X1; : : : ;Xh)#) = 0.The de�nition elimination rule is the inverse of the de�nition introdution rule. It an be usedto disard from a given program the de�nitions of prediates whih are not of interest.R2. De�nition Elimination. Let p be a prediate suh that no prediate of the set Pred int ofthe prediates of interest depends on p in Pk. By eliminating the de�nition of p, from programPk we derive the new program Pk+1 = Pk �Def (p; Pk).The unfolding rule onsists in: (i) replaing an atom p(t1; : : : ; tm) ourring in the body ofa lause, by a suitable instane of the disjuntion of the bodies of the lauses whih are thede�nition of p, and (ii) applying suitable boolean laws for deriving lauses. The suitable instaneof Step (i) is omputed by adding a onstraint of the form p(t1; : : : ; tm) =K for eah head K



10.of a lause in Def (p; Pk). There are two unfolding rules: (1) the positive unfolding rule, and(2) the negative unfolding rule, orresponding to the ase where p(t1; : : : ; tm) ours positivelyand negatively, respetively, in the body of the lause to be unfolded. In order to performStep (ii), in the ase of positive unfolding we apply the distributivity law, and in the ase ofnegative unfolding we apply De Morgan's, distributivity, and double negation elimination laws.R3. Positive Unfolding. Let  : H  ^GL ^A^GR be a lause in program Pk and let P 0kbe a variant of Pk without ommon variables with . Let1 : K1  1 ^B1: : :m : Km  m ^Bmwhere m � 0 and B1; : : : ; Bm are onjuntion of literals, be all lauses of program P 0k suh that,for i = 1; : : : ;m, D j= 9( ^A=Ki ^ i).By unfolding lause  w.r.t. the atom A we derive the lauses�1 : H   ^A=K1 ^ 1 ^GL ^B1 ^GR: : :�m : H   ^A=Km ^ m ^GL ^Bm ^GRand from program Pk we derive the program Pk+1 = (Pk � fg) [ f�1; : : : ; �mg.Notie that if m=0 then, by positive unfolding, lause  is deleted from Pk.Example 2. Let Pk be the following program:1. p(X) X�1 ^ q(X)2. q(Y ) Y =03. q(Y ) Y =Z+1 ^ q(Z)where we assume that the interpretation for the onstraints is given by the struture R of thereal numbers. Let us unfold lause 1 w.r.t. the atom q(X). The onstraint X�1^X=Y ^Y =0onstruted from the onstraints of lauses 1 and 2 is unsatis�able, that is, R j= :9X9Y (X �1 ^ X = Y ^ Y = 0), while the onstraint X � 1 ^ X = Y ^ Y = Z+1 onstruted from theonstraints of lauses 1 and 3, is satis�able. Thus, we derive the following program Pk+1:1u. p(X) X�1 ^X=Y ^ Y =Z+1 ^ q(Z)2. q(Y ) Y =03. q(Y ) Y =Z+1 ^ q(Z)R4. Negative Unfolding. Let  : H   ^GL ^:A ^GR be a lause in program Pk and letP 0k be a variant of Pk without ommon variables with . Let1 : K1  1 ^B1: : :m : Km  m ^Bmwhere m � 0 and B1; : : : ; Bm are onjuntion of literals, be all lauses of program P 0k suh that,for i = 1; : : : ;m, D j= 9(^A=Ki^i). Suppose that, for i = 1; : : : ;m, there exist an idempotentsubstitution #i = fXi1=ti1; : : : ;Xin=ting and a onstraint di suh that the following onditionshold:(i) D j= 8(! ((A=Ki ^ i)$ (Xi1= ti1 ^ : : : ^Xin= tin ^ di))),(ii) fXi1; : : : ;Xing � Vi, where Vi = FV (i), and(iii) FV (di ^Bi#i) � FV ( ^A).



11.Then, from the formula 0 :  ^GL ^ :(9V1 (A=K1 ^ 1 ^B1) _ : : : _ 9Vm (A=Km ^ m ^Bm)) ^GRwe get an equivalent disjuntion of onstrained goals by performing the following steps. In thesesteps we silently apply the assoiativity of ^ and _.Step 1. (Eliminate 9) Sine Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) hold, we derive from  0 the followingequivalent formula: 1 :  ^GL ^ :((d1 ^B1#1) _ : : : _ (dm ^Bm#m)) ^GRStep 2. (Push : inside) We apply to  1 as long as possible the following rewritings of formulas,where d is a onstraint, At is an atom, G, G1, G2 are goals, and D is a disjuntion of onstrainedliterals::((d ^G) _D) �! :(d ^G) ^ :D:(d ^G) �! :d _ (d ^ :G):(G1 ^G2) �! :G1 _ :G2::At �! AtThus, from  1 we derive the following equivalent formula: 2 :  ^GL ^ (:d1 _ (d1 ^ (L11#1 _ : : : _ L1p#1)))^ . . .^ (:dm _ (dm ^ (Lm1#m _ : : : _ Lmq#m)))^GRwhere L11 ^ : : : ^ L1p is B1, : : :, and Lm1 ^ : : : ^ Lmq is Bm.Step 3. (Push _ outside) We apply to  2 as long as possible the following rewriting of formulas,where '1, '2, and '3 are formulas:'1 ^ ('2 _ '3) �! ('1 ^ '2) _ ('1 ^ '3)and then we move onstraints to the left of literals by applying the ommutativity of ^. Thus,from  2 we get an equivalent formula of the form: 3 : ( ^ e1 ^GL ^Q1 ^GR) _ : : : _ ( ^ er ^GL ^Qr ^GR)where e1; : : : ; er are onstraints and Q1; : : : ; Qr are goals.Step 4. (Remove unsatis�able disjunts) We remove from  3 every disjunt (^ej^GL^Qj^GR),with 1�j�r, suh that D j= :9(^ej), thereby deriving an equivalent disjuntion of onstrainedgoals of the form: 4 : ( ^ e1 ^GL ^Q1 ^GR) _ : : : _ ( ^ es ^GL ^Qs ^GR)By unfolding lause  w.r.t. the negative literal :A we derive the lauses�1 : H   ^ e1 ^GL ^Q1 ^GR: : :�s : H   ^ es ^GL ^Qs ^GRand from program Pk we derive the program Pk+1 = (Pk � fg) [ f�1; : : : ; �sg.Notie that: (i) if m = 0, that is, if we unfold lause  w.r.t. a negative literal :A suh that theonstraint  ^ A=Ki ^ i is satis�able for no lause Ki  i ^ Bi in P 0k, then we get the newprogram Pk+1 by deleting :A from the body of lause , and (ii) if we unfold lause  w.r.t. anegative literal :A suh that for some lause Ki  i ^Bi in P 0k, D j= 8(! 9Vi (A=Ki ^ i))and Bi is the empty onjuntion, then we derive the new program Pk+1 by deleting lause from Pk.An appliation of the negative unfolding rule is illustrated by the following example.



12.Example 3. Suppose that the following lause belongs to program Pk: : h(X) X�0 ^ :p(X)and letp(Y ) Y =Z+1 ^ Z�0 ^ q(Z)p(Y ) Y =Z�1 ^ Z�1 ^ q(Z) ^ :r(Z)be the de�nition of p in Pk. Suppose also that the onstraints are interpreted in the struture Rof the real numbers. Now let us unfold lause  w.r.t. :p(X). We start o� from the formula: 0 : X�0 ^ : ( 9Y 9Z (X=Y ^ Y =Z+1 ^ Z�0 ^ q(Z))_9Y 9Z (X=Y ^ Y =Z�1 ^ Z�1 ^ q(Z) ^ :r(Z)))Then we perform the four steps indiated in rule R4 as follows.Step 1. Sine we have that:R j= 8X 8Y 8Z (X�0! ((X=Y ^ Y =Z+1 ^ Z�0)$ (Y =X ^ Z=X�1 ^X�1)))andR j= 8X 8Y 8Z (X�0! ((X=Y ^ Y =Z�1 ^ Z�1)$ (Y =X ^ Z=X+1)))we derive the formula: 1 : X�0 ^ :((X�1 ^ q(X�1)) _ (q(X+1) ^ :r(X+1)))Steps 2 and 3. By applying the rewritings indiated in rule R4 we derive the following formula: 3 : (X�0 ^ :X�1 ^ :q(X+1))_(X�0 ^ :X�1 ^ r(X+1))_(X�0 ^X�1 ^ :q(X�1) ^ :q(X+1))_(X�0 ^X�1 ^ :q(X�1) ^ r(X+1))Step 4. Sine all onstraints in the formula derived at the end of Steps 2 and 3 are satis�able,no disjunt is removed.Thus, by unfolding h(X) X�0 ^ :p(X) w.r.t. :p(X) we derive the following lauses:h(X) X�0 ^ :X�1 ^ :q(X+1)h(X) X�0 ^ :X�1 ^ r(X+1)h(X) X�0 ^X�1 ^ :q(X�1) ^ :q(X+1)h(X) X�0 ^X�1 ^ :q(X�1) ^ r(X+1)The validity of Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) in the negative unfolding rule allows us to eliminatethe existential quanti�ers as indiated at Step 1. If these onditions do not hold and nonethelesswe eliminate the existential quanti�ers, then negative unfolding may be inorret, as illustratedby the following example.Example 4. Let us onsider the following programs P0 and P1, where P1 is obtained by negativeunfolding from P0, but Conditions (i)�(iii) do not hold:P0: p :q P1: p :r(X)q  r(X) q  r(X)r(X) X=0 r(X) X=0We have that: p 62 M(P0) while p 2 M(P1). (We assume that the arrier of the interpretationfor the onstraints ontains at least one element di�erent from 0.)The reason why the negative unfolding step of Example 4 is inorret is that the lause q  r(X) is, as usual, impliitly universally quanti�ed at the front, and 8X (q  r(X)) is logially



13.equivalent to q  9X r(X). Now, a orret negative unfolding rule should replae the lausep  :q in program P0 by p  :9X r(X), while in program P1 we have derived the lausep :r(X) whih, by making the quanti�ation expliit at the front of the body, an be writtenas p 9X :r(X).The folding rule onsists in replaing instanes of the bodies of the lauses that are the de�nitionof a prediate by the orresponding head. As for unfolding, we have a positive folding and anegative folding rule, depending on whether folding is applied to positive or negative ourrenesof (onjuntions of) literals. Notie that by the positive folding rule we may replae m (� 1)lauses by one lause only.R5. Positive Folding. Let 1; : : : ; m, with m�1, be lauses in Pk and let Defs 0k be a variantof Defsk without ommon variables with 1; : : : ; m. Let the de�nition of a prediate in Defs 0konsist of the lausesÆ1 : K  d1 ^B1: : :Æm : K  dm ^Bmwhere, for i = 1; : : : ;m, Bi is a non-empty onjuntion of literals. Suppose that there exists asubstitution # suh that, for i = 1; : : : ;m, lause i is of the form H  ^ di#^GL ^Bi#^GRand, for every variable X in the set FV (di ^ Bi) � FV (K), the following onditions hold: (i)X# is a variable not ourring in fH; ;GL; GRg, and (ii) X# does not our in the term Y #,for any variable Y ourring in di ^Bi and di�erent from X.By folding lauses 1; : : : ; m using lauses Æ1; : : : ; Æm we derive the lause �: H   ^ GL ^K# ^GR and from program Pk we derive the program Pk+1 = (Pk � f1; : : : ; mg) [ f�g.The following example illustrates an appliation of rule R5.Example 5. Suppose that the following lauses belong to Pk:1: h(X) X�1 ^ Y =X�1 ^ p(Y; 1)2: h(X) X�1 ^ Y =X+1 ^ :q(Y )and suppose that the following lauses onstitute the de�nition of a prediate new in Defsk:Æ1: new(Z;C) V =Z�C ^ p(V;C)Æ2: new(Z;C) V =Z+C ^ :q(V )For # = fV=Y;Z=X;C=1g, we have that 1 = h(X)  X � 1 ^ (V = Z�C ^ p(V;C))# and2 = h(X)  X�1 ^ (V =Z+C ^ :q(V ))#, and the substitution # satis�es Conditions (i) and(ii) of the positive folding rule. By folding lauses 1 and 2 using lauses Æ1 and Æ2 we derive:�: h(X) X�1 ^ new(Z; 1)R6. Negative Folding. Let  be a lause in Pk and let Defs 0k be a variant of Defsk withoutommon variables with . Suppose that there exists a prediate in Defs 0k whose de�nition onsistsof a single lause Æ :K  d^A, where A is an atom. Suppose also that there exists a substitution# suh that lause  is of the form: H   ^ d# ^GL ^ :A# ^GR and FV (K) = FV (d ^A).By folding lause  using lause Æ we derive the lause �: H   ^ d# ^ GL ^ :K# ^ GR andfrom program Pk we derive the program Pk+1 = (Pk�fg) [ f�g.The following is an example of appliation of the negative folding rule.Example 6. Let the following lause belong to Pk:: h(X) X�0 ^ q(X) ^ :r(X; 0)



14.and let new be a prediate whose de�nition in Defsk onsists of the lause:Æ: new(X;C) X�C ^ r(X;C)By folding  using Æ we derive:�: h(X) X�0 ^ q(X) ^ :new(X; 0)The positive and negative folding rule are not fully symmetri for the following three reasons.(1) By positive folding we an fold several lauses at a time by using several lauses whose bodymay ontain several literals, while by negative folding we an fold a single lause at a time byusing a single lause whose body ontains preisely one atom. This is motivated by the fat thata onjuntion of more than one literal annot our inside negation in the body of a lause.(2) By positive folding, for i = 1; : : : ;m, the onstraint d#i ourring in the body of lausei is removed, while by negative folding the onstraint d# ourring in the body of lause  isnot removed. Indeed, the removal of the onstraint d# would be inorret. For instane, let usonsider the program Pk of Example 6 above and let us assume that  is the only lause de�ningthe prediate h. Let us also assume that the prediates q and r are de�ned by the following twolauses: q(X)  X< 0 and r(X; 0)  X< 0. We have that h(�1) 62 M(Pk). Suppose that weapply the negative folding rule to lause  and we remove the onstraint X�0, thereby derivingthe lause h(X)  q(X) ^ :new(X; 0), instead of lause �. Then we obtain a program whoseperfet model has the atom h(�1).(3) The onditions on the variables ourring in the lauses used for folding are less restritivein the ase of positive folding (see Conditions (i) and (ii) of R5) than in the ase of negativefolding (see the ondition FV (K) = FV (d ^A)). Notie that a negative folding rule where theondition FV (K) = FV (d ^ A) is replaed by Conditions (i) and (ii) of R5 would be inorret,in general. To see this, let us onsider the following example whih may be viewed as the inversederivation of Example 4.Example 7. Let us onsider the following programs P0, P1, and P2, where P1 is obtained fromP0 by de�nition introdution, and P2 is obtained from P1 by inorretly folding p  :r(X)using q  r(Y ). Notie that FV (q) 6=FV (r(X)) but Conditions (i) and (ii) are satis�ed by thesubstitution fY=Xg.P0: p :r(X) P1: p :r(X) P2: p :qr(X) X=0 r(X) X=0 r(X) X=0q  r(Y ) q  r(Y )We have that: p 2 M(P0) while p 62 M(P2). (We assume that the arrier of the interpretationfor the onstraints ontains at least one element di�erent from 0.)If we onsider the folding and unfolding rules outside the ontext of a transformation sequene,either rule an be viewed as the inverse of the other. However, given a transformation sequeneP0; : : : ; Pn, it may be the ase that from a program Pk in that sequene we derive program Pk+1by folding, and from program Pk+1 we annot derive by unfolding a program Pk+2 whih is equalto Pk. This is due to the fat that in the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pk; Pk+1, in order tofold some lauses in program Pk, we may use lauses in Defsk whih are neither in Pk nor inPk+1, while for unfolding program Pk+1 we an only use lauses whih belong to Pk+1. Thus,aording to the terminology introdued in [29℄, we say that folding is, in general, not reversible.This fat is shown by the following example.



15.Example 8. Let us onsider the transformation sequene:P0: p q P1: p q P2: p q P3: p rq  q  q  q  r  q r  r  where P1 is derived from P0 by introduing the de�nition r  q, P2 is derived from P1 byunfolding the lause r  q, and P3 is derived from P2 by folding the lause p  q using thede�nition r  q. We have that from program P3 we annot derive a program equal to P2 byapplying the positive unfolding rule.Similarly, the unfolding rules are not reversible in general. In fat, if we derive a program Pk+1by unfolding a lause in a program Pk and we have that Defsk = ;, then we annot apply thefolding rule and derive a program Pk+2 whih is equal to Pk, simply beause no lause in Defskis available for folding.The following replaement rule an be applied to replae a set of lauses with a new setof lauses by using laws based on equivalenes between formulas. In partiular, we onsider:(i) boolean laws, (ii) equivalenes that an be proved in the hosen interpretation D for theonstraints, and (iii) properties of the equality prediate.R7. Replaement Based on Laws. Let us onsider the following rewritings �1 ) �2 betweensets of lauses (we use �1 , �2 as a shorthand for the two rewritings �1 ) �2 and �2 ) �1).Eah rewriting is alled a law.Boolean Laws(1) fH   ^A ^ :A ^Gg , ;(2) fH   ^H ^Gg , ;(3) fH   ^G1 ^A1 ^A2 ^G2g , fH   ^G1 ^A2 ^A1 ^G2g(4) fH   ^A ^A ^Gg ) fH   ^A ^Gg(5) fH   ^G1;H   ^ d ^G1 ^G2g , fH   ^G1g(6) fH   ^A ^G;H   ^ :A ^Gg ) fH   ^GgLaws of Constraints(7) fH   ^Gg , ;if the onstraint  is unsatis�able, that is, D j= :9()(8) fH  1 ^Gg , fH  2 ^Ggif D j= 8 (9Y 1 $ 9Z 2), where:(i) Y = FV (1)�FV (fH;Gg), and(ii) Z = FV (2)�FV (fH;Gg)(9) fH   ^Gg , fH  1 ^G; H  2 ^Ggif D j= 8 ($ (1 _ 2))Laws of Equality(10) f(H   ^G)fX=tgg , fH  X= t ^  ^Ggif the variable X does not our in the term tand t is free for X in .



16.Let �1 and �2 be sets of lauses suh that: (i) �1 ) �2, and (ii) �2 is loally strati�ed w.r.t. the�xed loal strati�ation funtion �. By replaement from �1 we derive �2 and from program Pkwe derive the program Pk+1 = (Pk � �1) [ �2.Condition (ii) on �2 is needed beause a replaement based on laws (1), (2), (5), and (7), usedfrom right to left, may not preserve loal strati�ation. For instane, the �rst law may be usedto introdue a lause of the form p  p ^ :p, whih is not loally strati�ed. We will see atthe end of Setion 4 that if we add the reverse versions of the boolean laws (4) or (6), then theorretness result stated in Theorem 4.8 does not hold.The following de�nition is needed for stating rule R8 below. The set of useless prediates in aprogram P is the maximal set U of prediate symbols ourring in P suh that a prediate p isin U i� every lause  in Def (p; P ) is of the form H  ^G1 ^ q(: : :)^G2 for some q in U . Forexample, in the following program:p(X) q(X) ^ :r(X)q(X) p(X)r(X) X>0p and q are useless prediates, while r is not useless.R8. Deletion of Useless Prediates. If p is a useless prediate in Pk, then from program Pkwe derive the program Pk+1 = Pk �Def (p; Pk).Neither of the rules R2 and R8 subsumes the other. Indeed, on one hand the de�nition of aprediate p on whih no prediate of interest depends, an be deleted by rule R2 even if p is notuseless. On the other hand, the de�nition of a useless prediate p an be deleted by rule R8 evenif a prediate of interest depends on p.The onstraint addition rule R9 whih we present below, an be applied to add to the body ofa lause a onstraint whih is implied by that body. Conversely, the onstraint deletion rule R10,also presented below, an be applied to delete from the body of a lause a onstraint whih isimplied by the rest of the body. Notie that these impliations should hold in the perfet modelof program Pk, while the appliability onditions of rule R7 (see, in partiular, the replaementsbased on laws 7�9) are independent of Pk. Thus, for heking the appliability onditions of rulesR9 and R10 we may need a program analysis based, for instane, on abstrat interpretation [10℄.R9. Constraint Addition. Let 1 : H   ^ G be a lause in Pk and let d be a onstraintsuh that M(Pk) j= 8(( ^ G) ! 9X d), where X = FV (d) � FV (1). By onstraint additionfrom lause 1 we derive the lause 2 : H   ^ d ^ G and from program Pk we derive theprogram Pk+1 = (Pk � f1g) [ f2g.The following example shows an appliation of the onstraint addition rule that annot berealized by applying laws of onstraints aording to rule R7.Example 9. Let us onsider the following program Pk:1. nat(0) 2. nat(N) N=M+1 ^ nat(M)Sine M(Pk) j= 8M (nat(M) ! M � 0), we an add the onstraint M � 0 to the body oflause 2. This onstraint addition improves the termination of the program when using a top-down strategy.



17.R10. Constraint Deletion. Let 1 : H  ^d^G be a lause in Pk and let d be a onstraintsuh that M(Pk) j= 8((^G)! 9X d), where X = FV (d)�FV (H  ^G). Suppose that thelause 2 : H   ^G is loally strati�ed w.r.t. the �xed �. By onstraint deletion from lause1 we derive lause 2 and from program Pk we derive the program Pk+1 = (Pk �f1g)[ f2g.We assume that 2 is loally strati�ed w.r.t. � beause otherwise, the onstraint deletion rulemay not preserve loal strati�ation. For instane, let us onsider the following program P :p(X) p(X) X 6=X ^ :p(X)P is loally strati�ed beause for all elements d in the arrier of the interpretation D for theonstraints, we have that D j= d = d. We also have that M(P ) j= 8X (:p(X) ! X 6= X).However, if we delete the onstraint X 6=X from the seond lause of P we derive the lausep(X) :p(X) whih is not loally strati�ed w.r.t. any loal strati�ation funtion.4. Preservation of Perfet ModelsIn this setion we present some su�ient onditions whih ensure that a transformation sequeneonstruted by applying the transformation rules listed in Setion 3, preserves the perfet modelsemantis.We will prove our orretness theorem for admissible transformation sequenes, that is, trans-formation sequenes onstruted by applying the rules aording to suitable restritions. Thereader who is familiar with the program transformation methodology, will realize that most trans-formation strategies an, indeed, be realized by means of admissible transformation sequenes.In partiular, all examples of Setion 5 are worked out by using this kind of transformationsequenes.We proeed as follows. (i) First we show that the transformation rules preserve loal strati�-ation. (ii) Then we introdue the notion of an admissible transformation sequene. (iii) Nextwe introdue the notion of a proof tree for a ground atom A and a program P and we show thatA 2 M(P ) i� there exists a proof tree for A and P . Thus, the notion of proof tree providesthe operational ounterpart of the perfet model semantis. (iv) Then, we prove that given anyadmissible transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn, any set Pred int of prediates of interest, and anyground atom A whose prediate is in Pred int, we have that for k = 0; : : : ; n, there exists a prooftree for A and Pk i� there exists a proof tree for A and P0 [ Defsn. (v) Finally, by using theproperty of proof trees onsidered at Point (iii), we onlude that an admissible transformationsequene preserves the perfet model semantis (see Theorem 4.8).Let us start o� by showing that the transformation rules preserve the loal strati�ationfuntion � whih was �xed for the initial program P0 at the beginning of the onstrutionof the transformation sequene.Proposition 4.1. [Preservation of Loal Strati�ation℄. Let P0 be a loally strati�ed program,let � : BD ! W be a loal strati�ation funtion for P0, and let P0; : : : ; Pn be a transformationsequene using �. Then the programs P0; : : : ; Pn, and P0 [Defsn are loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.The proof of Proposition 4.1 is given in Appendix A.An admissible transformation sequene is a transformation sequene that satis�es two ondi-tions: (1) every lause used for positive folding is unfolded w.r.t. a positive literal, and (2) thede�nition elimination rule annot be applied before any other transformation rule. An admissibletransformation sequene is formally de�ned as follows.



18.De�nition 2. [Admissible Transformation Sequene℄ A transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn issaid to be admissible i� the following two onditions hold:(1) for k = 0; : : : ; n�1, if Pk+1 is derived from Pk by applying the positive folding rule to lauses1; : : : ; m using lauses Æ1; : : : ; Æm, then for i = 1; : : : ;m there exists j, with 0<j<n, suh thatÆi 2 Pj and program Pj+1 is derived from Pj by positive unfolding of lause Æi, and(2) if for some m<n, Pm+1 is derived from Pm by the de�nition elimination rule then for allk = m; : : : ; n�1, Pk+1 is derived from Pk by applying the de�nition elimination rule.When proving our orretness theorem (see Theorem 4.8 below), we will �nd it onvenient to on-sider transformation sequenes whih are admissible and satisfy some extra suitable properties.This motivates the following notion of ordered transformation sequenes.De�nition 3. [Ordered Transformation Sequene℄ A transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn is saidto be ordered i� it is of the form:P0; : : : ; Pi; : : : ; Pj ; : : : ; Pm; : : : ; Pnwhere:(1) the sequene P0; : : : ; Pi, with i�0, is onstruted by applying i times the de�nition introdu-tion rule, that is, Pi = P0 [Defsi;(2) the sequene Pi; : : : ; Pj is onstruted by unfolding w.r.t. a positive literal eah lause in Defsiwhih is used for appliations of the folding rule in Pj ; : : : ; Pm;(3) the sequene Pj; : : : ; Pm, with j�m, is onstruted by applying any rule, exept the de�nitionintrodution and de�nition elimination rules; and(4) the sequene Pm; : : : ; Pn, with m� n, is onstruted by applying the de�nition eliminationrule.Notie that in an ordered transformation sequene we have that Defsi = Defsn. Every orderedtransformation sequene is admissible, beause of Points (2) and (4) of De�nition 3. Conversely,by the following Proposition 4.2, in our orretness proofs we will assume, without loss of gener-ality, that any admissible transformation sequene is ordered.Proposition 4.2. For every admissible transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn, there exists an or-dered transformation sequene Q0; : : : ; Qr (with r possibly di�erent from n), suh that: (i) P0 =Q0, (ii) Pn = Qr, and (iii) the set of de�nitions introdued during P0; : : : ; Pn is equal to the setof de�nitions introdued during Q0; : : : ; Qr.The easy proof of Proposition 4.2 is omitted for reasons of spae. It is based on the fat thatthe appliations of some transformation rules an be suitably rearranged without hanging theinitial and �nal programs in a transformation sequene.Now we present the operational ounterpart of the perfet model semantis, that is, the notionof a proof tree. A proof tree for a ground atom A and a loally strati�ed program P is onstrutedby trans�nite indution as indiated in the following de�nition.De�nition 4. [Proof Tree℄ Let A be a ground atom, P be a loally strati�ed program, and � beany loal strati�ation for P . Let PT<A be the set of proof trees for ground atoms B and P with�(B) < �(A). A proof tree for A and P is a �nite tree T of goals suh that: (i) the root of T isA, (ii) a node N of T has hildren L1; : : : ; Lr i� N is a ground atom B and there exists a lause 2 P and a valuation v suh that v() is B   ^ L1 ^ : : : ^ Lr and D j= , and (iii) everyleaf of T is either the empty onjuntion true or a negated ground atom :B suh that there isno proof tree for B and P in PT<A.



19.The following theorem establishes that the operational semantis based on proof trees is equiv-alent to the perfet model semantis.Theorem 4.3. [Proof Trees and Perfet Models℄ Let P be a loally strati�ed program. For allground atoms A, there exists a proof tree for A and P i� A 2M(P ).Our proofs of orretness use indution w.r.t. suitable well-founded measures over proof trees,ground atoms, and ground goals (see, in partiular, the proofs of Propositions 4.4 and 4.6 inAppendies B and C). We now introdue these measures.Let T be a proof tree for a ground atom A and a loally strati�ed program P . By size(T ) wedenote the number of atoms ourring at non-leaf nodes of T . For any ground atom A, loallystrati�ed program P , and loal strati�ation � for P , we de�ne the following measure:�(A;P ) = min lexfh�(A); size(T )i jT is a proof tree for A and Pgwhere min lex denotes the minimum w.r.t. the lexiographi ordering <lex over W � N , whereW is the set of ountable ordinals and N is the set of natural numbers. �(A;P ) is unde�ned ifthere is no proof tree for A and P . The measure � is extended from ground atoms to groundliterals as follows. Given a ground literal L, we de�ne:�(L;P ) = if L is an atom A then �(A;P )else if L is a negated atom :A then h�(A); 0iNow we extend the meausre � to ground goals. First, we introdue the binary, assoiativeoperation � : (W �N)2 ! (W �N) de�ned as follows:h�1;m1i � h�2;m2i = hmax(�1; �2); m1+m2iThen, given a ground goal L1 ^ : : : ^ Ln, we de�ne:�(L1 ^ : : : ^ Ln; P ) = �(L1; P )� : : :� �(Ln; P )The measure � is well-founded in the sense that there is no in�nite sequene of ground goalsG1; G2; : : : suh that �(G1; P ) > �(G2; P ) > : : :In order to show that an ordered transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pi; : : : ; Pj ; : : : ; Pm; : : : ; Pn(where the meaning of the subsripts is the one of De�nition 3) preserves the perfet modelsemantis, we will use Theorem 4.3 and we will show that, for k = 0; : : : ; n, given any groundatom A whose prediate belongs to the set Pred int of prediates of interest, there exists a prooftree for A and Pk i� there exists a proof tree for A and P0 [Defsn. Sine Pi = P0 [Defsn, it issu�ient to show the following properties, for any ground atom A:(P1) there exists a proof tree for A and Pi i� there exists a proof tree for A and Pj ,(P2) there exists a proof tree for A and Pj i� there exists a proof tree for A and Pm, and(P3) if the prediate of A is in Pred int, then there exists a proof tree for A and Pm i� there existsa proof tree for A and Pn.Property P1 is proved by the following proposition.Proposition 4.4. Let P0 be a loally strati�ed program and let P0; : : : ; Pi; : : : ; Pj ; : : : ; Pm; : : : ; Pnbe an ordered transformation sequene. Then there exists a proof tree for a ground atom A andPi i� there exists a proof tree for A and Pj.The proof of Proposition 4.4 is given in Appendix B. It is a proof by indution on �(A) and onthe size of the proof tree for A.In order to prove the only-if part of Property P2, we will show a stronger invariant propertybased on the following onsisteny notion.



20.De�nition 5. [Pj-onsisteny℄ Let P0; : : : ; Pi; : : : ; Pj ; : : : ; Pm; : : : ; Pn be an ordered transforma-tion sequene, Pk be a program in this sequene, and A be a ground atom. We say that a prooftree T for A and Pk is Pj-onsistent i� for every ground atom B and ground literals L1; : : : ; Lr,if B is the father of L1; : : : ; Lr in T , then �(B;Pj) > �(L1 ^ : : : ^ Lr; Pj).The invariant property is as follows: for every program Pk in the sequene Pj ; : : : ; Pm, if thereexists a Pj-onsistent proof tree for A and Pj , then there exists a Pj-onsistent proof tree for Aand Pk.It is important that Pj-onsisteny refers to the program Pj obtained by applying the positiveunfolding rule to eah lause that belongs to Defsi and is used in Pj ; : : : ; Pm for a folding step.Indeed, if the positive unfolding rule is not applied to a lause in Defsi, and this lause is then used(possibly, together with other lauses) in a folding step, then the preservation of Pj-onsistentproof trees may not be ensured and the transformation sequene may not be orret. This isshown by Example 1 of the Introdution where we assume that the �rst lause p(X)  :q(X)of P0 has been added by the de�nition introdution rule in a previous step.We have the following.Proposition 4.5. If there exists a proof tree for a ground atom A and program Pj then thereexists a Pj-onsistent proof tree for A and Pj.Proof. Let T be a proof tree for A and Pj suh that h�(A); size(T )i is minimal w.r.t. <lex .Then T is Pj-onsistent. 2Notie that in the proof of Proposition 4.5 we state the existene of a Pj-onsistent proof tree fora ground atom A and program Pj without providing an e�etive method for onstruting thisproof tree. In fat, it should be notied that no e�etive method an be given for onstrutingthe minimal proof tree for a given atom and program, beause the existene of suh a proof treeis not deidable and not even semi-deidable.By Proposition 4.5, in order to prove Property P2 it is enough to show the following Proposi-tion 4.6.Proposition 4.6. Let P0 be a loally strati�ed program and let P0; : : : ; Pi; : : : ; Pj ; : : : ; Pm; : : : ; Pnbe an ordered transformation sequene. Then, for every ground atom A we have that:(Soundness) if there exists a proof tree for A and Pm, then there exists a proof tree for A andPj, and(Completeness) if there exists a Pj-onsistent proof tree for A and Pj, then there exists a Pj-onsistent proof tree for A and Pm.The proof of Proposition 4.6 is given in Appendix C.In order to prove Property P3, it is enough to prove the following Proposition 4.7, whih isa straightforward onsequene of the fat that the existene of a proof tree for a ground atomwith prediate p is determined only by the existene of proof trees for atoms with prediates onwhih p depends.Proposition 4.7. Let P be a loally strati�ed program and let Pred int be a set of prediates ofinterest. Suppose that program Q is derived from program P by eliminating the de�nition of aprediate q suh that no prediate in Pred int depends on q. Then, for every ground atom A whoseprediate is in Pred int, there exists a proof tree for A and P i� there exists a proof tree for Aand Q.



21.Now, as a onsequene of Propositions 4.1�4.7, and Theorem 4.3, we get the following theoremwhih ensures that an admissible transformation sequene preserves the perfet model semantis.Theorem 4.8. [Corretness of Admissible Transformation Sequenes℄ Let P0 be a loally strati-�ed program and let P0; : : : ; Pn be an admissible transformation sequene. Let Pred int be the setof prediates of interest. Then P0[Defsn and Pn are loally strati�ed and for every ground atomA whose prediate belongs to Pred int, A 2M(P0 [Defsn) i� A 2M(Pn).This theorem does not hold if we add to the boolean laws listed in rule R7 of Setion 3 theinverse of law (4), as shown by the following example.Example 10. Let us onsider the following transformation sequene:P0: p q ^ q P1: p q P2: p q ^ q P3: p pq  q  q  q  We assume that the lause for p in P0 is added to P0 by the de�nition introdution rule, so that itan be used for folding. Program P1 is derived from P0 by unfolding, program P2 is derived fromP1 by replaement based on the reverse of law (4), and �nally, program P3 is derived by foldingthe �rst lause of P2 using the �rst lause of P0. We have that p 2M(P0), while p 62M(P3).Analogously, the reader may verify that Theorem 4.8 does not hold if we add to the boolean lawsof rule R7 the inverse of law (6).5. Examples of Use of the Transformation RulesIn this setion we show some program derivations realized by applying the transformation rulesof Setion 3. These program derivations are examples of the following three tehniques: (1) thedeterminization tehnique, whih is used for deriving a deterministi program from a nondeter-ministi one [14, 33℄, (2) the program synthesis tehnique, whih is used for deriving a programfrom a �rst order logi spei�ation (see, for instane, [18, 41℄ and [6℄ in this book for a reentsurvey), and (3) the program speialization tehnique, whih is used for deriving a speializedprogram from a given program and a given portion of its input data (see, for instane, [21℄ and[24℄ for a reent survey).Although we will not provide in this paper any automati transformation strategy, the readermay realize that in the examples we will present, there is a systemati way of performing the pro-gram derivations. In partiular, we perform all derivations aording to the repeated appliationof the following sequene of steps: (i) �rst, we onsider some prediate de�nitions in the initialprogram or we introdue some new prediate de�nitions, (ii) then we unfold these de�nitionsby applying the positive and, possibly, the negative unfolding rules, (iii) then we manipulatethe derived lauses by applying the rules of replaement, onstraint addition, and onstraintdeletion, and (iv) �nally, we apply the folding rules. The �nal programs are derived by applyingthe de�nition elimination rule, and keeping only those lauses that are needed for omputing theprediates of interest.5.1. Determinization: Comparing Even and Odd Ourrenes of a ListLet us onsider the problem of heking whether or not, for any given list L of numbers, thefollowing property r(L) holds: every number ourring in L in an even position is greater or equalthan every number ourring in L in an odd position. The loally strati�ed program EvenOdd



22.shown below, solves the given problem by introduing a new prediate p(L) whih holds i� thereis a pair hX;Y i of numbers suh that X ours in the the list L in an even position, Y ours inL in an odd position, and X<Y . Thus, for any list L, the property r(L) holds i� p(L) does nothold.EvenOdd :1. r(L) list(L) ^ :p(L)2. p(L) I�1 ^ J�1 ^X<Y ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ even(I) ^ ours(Y; J; L) ^ :even(J)3. even(X) X=04. even(X+1)  X�0 ^ :even(X)5. ours(X; I; [HjT ℄)  I=1 ^X=H6. ours(X; I+1; [HjT ℄)  I�1 ^ ours(X; I; T )7. list([ ℄) 8. list([HjT ℄) list(T )In this program ours(X; I; L) holds i� X is the I-th element (with I�1) of the list L startingfrom the left. When exeuted by using SLDNF resolution, this EvenOdd program may generate,in a nondeterministi way, all possible pairs hX;Y i, ourring in even and odd positions, respe-tively. This program has an O(n2) time omplexity in the worst ase, where n is the length ofthe input list.We want to derive a more e�ient de�nite program that an be exeuted in a deterministiway, in the sense that for every onstrained goal ^A^G derived from a given ground query byLD-resolution [3℄ there exists at most one lause H  d^K suh that ^A=H^d is satis�able.To give a su�ient ondition for determinism we need the following notion. We say that avariable X is a loal variable of a lause  i� X 2 FV (bd())�FV (hd()). The determinism ofa program P an be ensured by the following syntati onditions: (i) no lause in P has loalvariables and (ii) any two lauses H1  1 ^G1 and H2  2 ^G2 in P are mutually exlusive,that is, the onstraint H1=H2 ^ 1 ^ 2 is unsatis�able.Our derivation onsists of two transformation sequenes. The �rst sequene starts from theprogram made out of lauses 2�8 and derives a deterministi, de�nite program Q for prediate p.The seond sequene starts fromQ[f1g and derives a deterministi, de�nite program EvenOdddetfor prediate r.Let us show the onstrution of the �rst transformation sequene. Sine lause 2 has loalvariables, we want to transform it into a set of lauses that have no loal variables and aremutually exlusive, and thus, they will onstitute a deterministi, de�nite program. We start o�by applying the positive unfolding rule to lause 2, followed by appliations of the replaementrule based on laws of onstraints and equality. We derive:9. p([AjL℄) J�1 ^ Y <A ^ ours(Y; J; L) ^ even(J+1)10. p([AjL℄) I�1 ^ J�1 ^X<Y ^ ours(X; I; L)^even(I+1) ^ ours(Y; J; L) ^ :even(J+1)Now, by appliations of the positive unfolding rule, negative unfolding, and replaement rules,we derive the following lauses for p:11. p([A;BjL℄) B<A12. p([A;BjL℄) B�A ^ I�1 ^X<A ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ even(I)13. p([A;BjL℄) B�A ^ I�1 ^B<X ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ :even(I)14. p([A;BjL℄) B�A ^ I�1 ^ J�1 ^X<Y ^ours(X; I; L)^even(I)^ours(Y; J; L) ^ :even(J)



23.Notie that the three lauses 12, 13, and 14, are not mutually exlusive. In order to derive adeterministi program for p, we introdue the following new de�nition:15. new1(A;B;L) I�1 ^X<A ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ even(I)16. new1(A;B;L) I�1 ^B<X ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ :even(I)17. new1(A;B;L) I�1 ^ J�1 ^X<Y ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ even(I)^ours(Y; J; L) ^ :even(J)and we fold lauses 12, 13, and 14 by using the de�nition of new1, that is, lauses 15, 16, and17. We derive:18. p([A;BjL℄) B�A ^ new1(A;B;L)Clauses 11 and 18 have no loal variables and are mutually exlusive. We are left with theproblem of deriving a deterministi program for the newly introdued prediate new1.By applying the positive unfolding, negative unfolding, and replaement rules, from lauses15, 16, and 17, we get:19. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) B<C20. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) I�1 ^B<X ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ even(I)21. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) I�1 ^X<A ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ :even(I)22. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) I�1 ^X<C ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ :even(I)23. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) I�1 ^ J�1 ^X<Y ^ ours(X; I; L)^:even(I) ^ ours(Y; J; L) ^ even(J)In order to derive mutually exlusive lauses without loal variables we �rst apply the replaementrule and derive sets of lauses orresponding to mutually exlusive ases, and then we fold eahof these sets of lauses. We use the replaement rule based on law (5) and law (9) whih isjusti�ed by the equivalene: 8X8Y (true$ X�Y _X<Y ). We get:24. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) B<C25. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A�C ^ I�1 ^B<X ^ours(X; I; L) ^ even(I)26. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A�C ^ I�1 ^X<A^ours(X; I; L) ^ :even(I)27. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A�C ^ I�1 ^ J�1 ^X<Y ^ours(X; I; L) ^ :even(I)^ours(Y; J; L) ^ even(J)28. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A<C ^ I�1 ^B<X ^ours(X; I; L) ^ even(I)29. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A<C ^ I�1 ^X<C ^ours(X; I; L) ^ :even(I)30. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A<C ^ I�1 ^ J�1 ^X<Y ^ours(X; I; L) ^ :even(I)^ours(Y; J; L) ^ even(J)The three sets of lauses: {24}, {25, 26, 27}, and {28, 29, 30} orrespond to the mutuallyexlusive ases: (B<C), (B�C ^ A�C), and (B�C ^A<C), respetively. Now, in order tofold eah set {25, 26, 27} and {28, 29, 30} and derive mutually exlusive lauses without loalvariables, we introdue the following new de�nition:31. new2(A;B;L) I�1 ^B<X ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ even(I)32. new2(A;B;L) I�1 ^X<A ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ :even(I)



24. 33. new2(A;B;L) I�1 ^ J�1 ^X<Y ^ ours(X; I; L) ^ :even(I)^ours(Y; J; L) ^ even(J)By folding lauses 25, 26, 27 and 28, 29, 30 using lauses 31, 32, and 33, for prediate new1 weget the following mutually exlusive lauses without loal variables:34. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) B<C35. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A�C ^ new2(A;B;L)36. new1(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A<C ^ new2(C;B;L)Unfortunately, the lauses for the new prediate new2 have loal variables and are not mutuallyexlusive. Thus, we ontinue our derivation and, by applying the positive unfolding, negativeunfolding, replaement, and folding rules, from lauses 31, 32, and 33 we derive the followinglauses (this derivation is similar to the derivation that lead from {15, 16, 17} to {34, 35, 36}and we omit it):37. new2(A;B; [CjL℄) C<A38. new2(A;B; [CjL℄) C�A ^B�C ^ new1(A;C;L)39. new2(A;B; [CjL℄) C�A ^B<C ^ new1(A;B;L)The set of lauses derived so far starting from the initial lause 2, that is, {11, 18, 34, 35, 36, 37,38, 39} onstitutes a deterministi program for p, all it Q.Now we onstrut the seond transformation sequene starting from Q [ f1g for deriving adeterministi, de�nite program for r. We start o� by onsidering lause 1 whih de�nes r and,by positive unfolding, negative unfolding, and replaement we derive:40. r([ ℄) 41. r([A℄) 42. r([A;BjL℄) list(L) ^B�A ^ :new1(A;B;L)By introduing the following de�nition:43. new3(A;B;L) list(L) ^B�A ^ :new1(A;B;L)and then folding lause 42 using lause 43, we derive the following de�nite lauses:44. r([ ℄) 45. r([A℄) 46. r([A;BjL℄) B�A ^ new3(A;B;L)Now, we want to transform lause 43 into a set of de�nite lauses. By positive unfolding, negativeunfolding, and replaement, from lause 43 we derive:47. new3(A;B; [ ℄) B�A48. new3(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A<C ^ list(L) ^B�C ^ :new2(C;B;L)49. new3(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A�C ^ list(L) ^B�A ^ :new2(A;B;L)In order to transform lauses 48 and 49 into de�nite lauses, we introdue the following de�nition:50. new4(A;B;L) list(L) ^B�A ^ :new2(A;B;L)and we fold lauses 48 and 49 using lause 50. We get:51. new3(A;B; [ ℄) B�A52. new3(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A<C ^ new4(C;B;L)53. new3(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A�C ^ new4(A;B;L)Now we are left with the task of transforming lause 50 into a set of de�nite lauses. By applyingthe positive unfolding, negative unfolding, replaement, and folding rules, we derive:



25.54. new4(A;B; [ ℄) B�A55. new4(A;B; [CjL℄) B<C ^ C�A ^ new3(A;B;L)56. new4(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^ C�A ^ new3(A;C;L)Finally, by eliminating the de�nitions of the prediates on whih r does not depend, we get, asdesired, the following �nal program whih is a deterministi, de�nite program.EvenOdddet :44. r([ ℄) 45. r([A℄) 46. r([A;BjL℄) B�A ^ new3(A;B;L)51. new3(A;B; [ ℄) B�A52. new3(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A<C ^ new4(C;B;L)53. new3(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^A�C ^ new4(A;B;L)54. new4(A;B; [ ℄) B�A55. new4(A;B; [CjL℄) B<C ^ C�A ^ new3(A;B;L)56. new4(A;B; [CjL℄) B�C ^ C�A ^ new3(A;C;L)Given a list of numbers L of length n, the EvenOdddet program heks that r(L) holds byperforming at most 2n omparisons between numbers ourring in L. Program EvenOdddetworks by traversing the input list L only one (without baktraking) and storing, for everyinitial portion L1 of the input list L, the maximum number A ourring in an odd position of L1and the minimum number B ourring in an even position of L1 (see the �rst two arguments of theprediates new3 and new4). When looking at the �rst element C of the portion of the input liststill to be visited (i.e., the third argument of new3 or new4), the following two ases are possible:either (Case 1) the element C ours in an odd position of the input list L, i.e., a all of the formnew3(A;B; [CjL2℄) is exeuted, or (Case 2) the element C ours in an even position of the inputlist L, i.e., a all of the form new4(A;B; [CjL2℄) is exeuted. In Case (1) program EvenOdddetheks that B �C holds and then updates the value of the maximum number ourring in anodd position with the maximum between A and C. In Case (2) program EvenOdddet heks thatC�A holds and then updates the value of the minimum number ourring in an even positionwith the minimum between B and C.5.2. Program Synthesis: The N-queens ProblemThe N -queens problem has been often onsidered in the literature for presenting various pro-gramming tehniques, suh as reursion and baktraking. We onsider it here as an example ofthe program synthesis tehnique, as it has been done in [41℄. Our derivation is di�erent from theone presented in [41℄, beause the derivation in [41℄ makes use of the unfold/fold transformationrules for de�nite programs together with an ad ho transformation rule (alled negation teh-nique) for transforming general programs (with negation) into de�nite programs. In ontrast,we use unfold/fold transformation rules for general programs, and in partiular, our negativeunfolding rule of Setion 3.The N -queens problem an be informally spei�ed as follows. We are required to plae N(�0)queens on an N �N hess board, so that no two queens attak eah other, that is, they do notlie on the same row, olumn, or diagonal. A board on�guration with this property is said to besafe. By using the fat that no two queens should lie on the same row, we represent an N �Nhess board as a list L of N positive integers: the k-th element on L represents the olumn ofthe queen on row k.



26.In order to give a formal spei�ation of the N -queens problem we follow the approah pre-sented in [32℄, whih is based on �rst order logi. We introdue the following onstraint logiprogram:P : nat(0) nat(N) N=M+1 ^M�0 ^ nat(M)nat�list([ ℄) nat�list([HjT ℄) nat(H) ^ nat�list(T )length([ ℄; 0) length([HjT ℄; N) N=M+1 ^M�0 ^ length(T;M)member (X; [HjT ℄) X=Hmember (X; [HjT ℄) member (X;T )in�range(X;M;N) X=N ^M�Nin�range(X;M;N) N=K+1 ^M�K ^ in�range(X;M;K)ours(X; I; [HjT ℄)  I=1 ^X=Hours(X; I+1; [HjT ℄)  I�1 ^ ours(X; I; T )and the following �rst order formula:'(N;L) : nat(N) ^ nat�list(L)^ (1)length(L;N) ^ 8X (member (X;L)! in�range(X; 1; N))^ (2)8A;B;K;M ((1�K ^K�M ^ours(A;K;L) ^ours(B;M;L)) (3)! (A 6=B ^A�B 6=M�K ^B�A 6=M�K)) (4)In the above program and formula in�range(X;M;N) holds i�X 2 fM;M+1; : : : ; Ng and N�0.The other prediates have been de�ned in previous programs or do not require explanation. Nowwe de�ne the relation queens(N;L) where N is a nonnegative integer and L is a list of positiveintegers, as follows:queens(N;L) i� M(P ) j= '(N;L)Line (2) of the formula '(N;L) above spei�es a hess board as a list of N integers eah of whihis in the range [1; : : : ; N ℄. If N =0 the list is empty. Lines (3) and (4) of '(N;L) speify thesafety property of board on�gurations. Now, we would like to derive a onstraint logi programR whih omputes the relation queens(N;L), that is, R should de�ne a prediate queens(N;L)suh that:(�) M(R) j= queens(N;L) i� M(P ) j= '(N;L)Following the approah presented in [32℄, we start o� from the formula (alled a statement)queens(N;L)  '(N;L) and, by applying a variant of the Lloyd-Topor transformation [26℄, wederive the following strati�ed logi program:F : 1. queens(N;L) nat(N) ^ nat�list(L) ^ length(L;N) ^ :aux1(L;N) ^ :aux2(L)2. aux1(L;N) member (X;L) ^ :in�range(X; 1; N)3. aux2(L) 1�K ^K�M ^ :(A 6=B ^A�B 6=M�K ^B�A 6=M�K)^ours(A;K;L) ^ ours(B;M;L)This variant of the Lloyd-Topor transformation is a fully automati transformation, but it annotbe performed by using our transformation rules, beause it operates on �rst order formulas. Itan be shown that this variant of the Lloyd-Topor transformation preserves the perfet modelsemantis and, thus, we have that: M(P [ F ) j= queens(N;L) i� M(P ) j= '(N;L).The derived program P[F is not very satisfatory from a omputational point of view beause,when using SLDNF resolution with the left-to-right seletion rule, it may not terminate for allsof the form queens(n;L) where n is a nonnegative integer and L is a variable. Thus, the proess



27.of program synthesis proeeds by applying the transformation rules listed in Setion 3, therebytransforming program P[F into a program R suh that: (i) Property (�) holds, (ii) R is a de�niteprogram, and (iii) R terminates for all alls of the form queens(n;L), where n is any nonnegativeinteger and L is a variable. Atually, the derivation of the �nal program R is performed byonstruting two transformation sequenes: (i) a �rst one, whih starts from the initial programP , introdues lauses 2 and 3 by de�nition introdution, and ends with a program Q, and (ii) aseond one, whih starts from program Q, introdues lause 1 by de�nition introdution, andends with program R.We will illustrate the appliation of the transformation rules for deriving program R withoutdisussing in detail how this derivation an be performed in an automati way using a partiularstrategy. As already mentioned, the design of suitable transformation strategies for the automa-tion of program derivations for onstraint logi programs, is beyond the sope of the presentpaper.The program transformation proess starts o� from program P [f2; 3g by transforming lauses2 and 3 into a set of lauses without loal variables, so that they an be subsequently used forunfolding lause 1 w.r.t. :aux1(L;N) and :aux2(L) (see the negative unfolding rule R4).By positive unfolding, replaement, and positive folding, from lause 2 we derive:4. aux1([HjT ℄; N) :in�range(H; 1; N)5. aux1([HjT ℄; N) aux1(T;N)Similarly, by positive unfolding, replaement, and positive folding, from lause 3 we derive:6. aux2([AjT ℄) M�1 ^ :(A 6=B ^A�B 6=M ^B�A 6=M) ^ ours(B;M; T )7. aux2([AjT ℄) aux2(T )In order to eliminate the loal variables B and M ourring in lause 6, by the de�nition intro-dution rule we introdue the following new lause, whose body is a generalization of the bodyof lause 6:8. new1(A; T; J) M�1 ^ :(A 6=B ^A�B 6=M+J ^B�A 6=M+J) ^ ours(B;M; T )By replaement and positive folding, from lause 6 we derive:6f. aux2([AjT ℄) new1(A; T; 0)Now, by positive unfolding, replaement, and positive folding, from lause 8 we derive:9. new1(A; [BjT ℄;K) :(A 6=B ^A�B 6=K+1 ^B�A 6=K+1)10. new1(A; [BjT ℄;K) new1(A; T;K+1)The program, all it Q, derived so far is P [ f4; 5; 6f; 7; 9; 10g, and lauses 4, 5, 6f, 7, 9, and 10have no loal variables.Now we onstrut a new transformation sequene whih takes Q as initial program. We starto� by applying the de�nition introdution rule and adding lause 1 to program Q. Our objetiveis to transform lause 1 into a set of de�nite lauses. We �rst apply the de�nition rule and weintrodue the following lause, whose body is a generalization of the body of lause 1:11. new2(N;L;K) nat(M) ^ nat�list(L) ^ length(L;M)^:aux1(L;N) ^ :aux2(L) ^N=M+KBy replaement and positive folding, from lause 11 we derive:1f. queens(N;L) new2(N;L; 0)By positive and negative unfolding, replaement, onstraint addition, and positive folding, fromlause 11 we derive:12. new2(N; [ ℄;K) N=K



28.13. new2(N; [HjT ℄;K)  N �K+1 ^ new2(N;T;K+1)^nat(H) ^ nat�list(T ) ^ in�range(H; 1; N) ^ :new1(H;T; 0)In order to derive a de�nite program we introdue a new prediate new3 de�ned by the followinglause:14. new3(A; T;N;M)  nat(A) ^ nat�list(T ) ^ in�range(A; 1; N) ^ :new1(A; T;M)We fold lause 13 using lause 14 and we derive the following de�nite lause:13f. new2(N; [HjT ℄;K)  N �K+1 ^ new2(N;T;K+1) ^ new3(H;T;N; 0)By positive and negative unfolding, replaement, and positive folding, from lause 14 we derivethe following de�nite lauses:15. new3(A; [ ℄; N;M)  in�range(A; 1; N) ^ nat(A)16. new3(A; [BjT ℄; N;M)  A 6=B ^A�B 6=M+1 ^B�A 6=M+1^nat(B) ^ new3(A; T;N;M+1)Finally, by assuming that the set of prediates of interest is the singleton {queens}, by de�nitionelimination we derive the following program:R: 1f. queens(N;L) new2(N;L; 0)12. new2(N; [ ℄;K) N=K13f. new2(N; [HjT ℄;K) N �K+1 ^ new2(N;T;K+1) ^ new3(H;T;N; 0)15. new3(A; [ ℄; N;M)  in�range(A; 1; N) ^ nat(A)16. new3(A; [BjT ℄; N;M)  A 6=B ^A�B 6=M+1 ^B�A 6=M+1^nat(B) ^ new3(A; T;N;M+1)together with the lauses for the prediates in�range and nat .Program R is a de�nite program and, by Theorem 4.8, we have that M(R) j= queens(N;L)i� M(P [ F [ Defs) j= queens(N;L), where F [ Defs is the set of all lauses introdued bythe de�nition introdution rule during the transformation sequenes from P to R. Sine queensdoes not depend on Defs in P [ F [Defs, we have that M(R) j= queens(N;L) i� M(P [ F ) j=queens(N;L) and, thus, Property (�) holds. Moreover, it an be shown that R terminates forall alls of the form queens(n;L), where n is any nonnegative integer and L is a variable.Notie that program R omputes a solution of the N -queens problem in a lever way: eahtime a queen is plaed on the board, program R heks that it does not attak any other queenalready plaed on the board.5.3. Program Speialization: Derivation of Counter Mahines from ConstrainedRegular ExpressionsGiven a set N of variables ranging over natural numbers, a set C of onstraints over naturalnumbers, and a setK of identi�ers, we de�ne a onstrained regular expression e over the alphabetfa; bg as follows:e ::= a j b j e1 � e2 j e1 + e2 j e N̂ j not(e) j kwhere N 2 N and k 2 K. An identi�er k 2 K is de�ned by a de�nition of the form k � ( :e),where  2 C and e is a onstrained regular expression. For instane, the set fambn jm=n� 0gof strings in fa; bg� is denoted by the identi�er k whih is de�ned by the following de�nition:k � (M=N : (a^M � b N̂)).Obviously, onstrained regular expressions may denote languages whih are not regular.



29.Given a string S and a onstrained regular expression e, the following loally strati�ed programP heks whether or not S belongs to the language denoted by e. We assume that onstraintsare de�nable as onjuntions of equalities and disequalities over natural numbers.P : string([ ℄) string([ajS℄) string(S)string([bjS℄) string(S)symbol (a) symbol (b) app([ ℄; L; L) app([AjX℄; Y; [AjZ℄)  app(X;Y;Z)in�language([A℄; A) symbol (A)in�language(S; (E1�E2))  app(S1; S2; S)^in�language(S1; E1) ^ in�language(S2; E2)in�language(S;E1+E2) in�language(S;E1)in�language(S;E1+E2) in�language(S;E2)in�language(S;not(E)) : in�language(S;E)in�language([ ℄; E Î) I=0in�language(S;E Î) I=J+1 ^ J�0 ^ app(S1; S2; S)^in�language(S1; E) ^ in�language(S2; E Ĵ)in�language(S;K) (K � (C :E)) ^ solve(C) ^ in�language(S;E)solve(X=Y ) X=Ysolve(X�Y ) X�Ysolve(C1 ^ C2) solve(C1) ^ solve(C2)For example, in order to hek whether a string S does not belong to the language denoted by k,where k is de�ned by the following de�nition: k � (M =N : (a^M � b N̂)), we add to programP the lause:(k � (M=N : (a^M � b^N)))  and we evaluate a query of the form:string(S) ^ in�language(S;not(k))Now, if we want to speialize program P w.r.t. this query, we introdue the new de�nition:1. new1(S) string(S) ^ in�language(S;not(k))By unfolding lause 1 we get:2. new1(S) string(S) ^ : in�language(S; k)We annot perform the negative unfolding of lause 2 w.r.t. : in�language(S; k) beause of theloal variables in the lauses for in�language(S; k). In order to derive a prediate whih isequivalent to in�language(S; k) and is de�ned by lauses without loal variables, we introduethe following lause:3. new2(S) in�language(S; k)By unfolding lause 3 we get:4. new2(S) M =N ^ app(S1; S2; S) ^ in�language(S1; a^M) ^ in�language(S2; b^N)We generalize lause 4 and we introdue the following lause 5:5. new3(S; I) M =N+I ^ app(S1; S2; S)^in�language(S1; a^M) ^ in�language(S2; b^N)



30.By unfolding lause 5, performing replaements based on laws of onstraints, and folding, weget:6. new3(S;N) in�language(S; b^N)7. new3([ajS℄; N)  new3(S;N+1)In order to fold lause 6 we introdue the following de�nition:8. new4(S;N) in�language(S; b^N)By unfolding lause 8, performing some replaements based on laws of onstraints, and folding,we get:9. new4([ ℄; 0)  10. new4([bjS℄; N)  N �1 ^ new4(S;N�1)By negative folding of lause 2 and positive folding of lauses 4 and 6 we get the followingprogram:2f. new1(S) string(S) ^ :new2(S)4f. new2(S) new3(S; 0)6f. new3(S;N) new4(S;N)7. new3([ajS℄; N)  new3(S;N+1)9. new4([ ℄; 0)  10. new4([bjS℄; N)  N �1 ^ new4(S;N�1)Now from lause 2f, by positive and negative unfoldings, replaements based on laws of on-straints, and folding, we get:11. new1([ajS℄) string(S) ^ :new3(S; 1)12. new1([bjS℄) string(S)In order to fold lause 11 we introdue the following de�nition:13. new5(S;N) string(S) ^ :new3(S;N)By positive and negative unfolding and folding we get:14. new5([ ℄; N)  15. new5([ajS℄; N)  new5(S;N+1)16. new5([ajS℄; N)  string(S) ^ :N�117. new5([bjS℄; N)  string(S) ^ :new4(S;N�1)In order to fold lause 17 we introdue the following de�nition:18. new6(S;N) string(S) ^ :new4(S;N)Now, starting from lause 18, by positive and negative unfolding, replaements based on laws ofonstraints, folding, and elimination of the prediates on whih new1 does not depend, we getthe following �nal, speialized program:Pspe : 11f. new1([ajS℄)  new5(S; 1)12. new1([bjS℄)  string(S)14. new5([ ℄; N)  15. new5([ajS℄; N)  new5(S;N+1)16. new5([bjS℄; 0)  string(S)17f. new5([bjS℄; N)  new6(S;N�1)19. new6([ ℄; N)  N 6= 020. new6([ajS℄; N)  string(S)21. new6([bjS℄; 0)  string(S)22. new6([bjS℄; N)  new6(S;N�1)



31.This speialized program orresponds to a one-ounter mahine (that is, a pushdown automatonwhere the stak alphabet ontains one letter only [5℄) and it takes O(n) time to test that a stringof length n does not belong to the language fam �bn jm = n � 0g.6. Related Work and ConlusionsDuring the last two deades various sets of unfold/fold transformation rules have been proposedfor di�erent lasses of logi programs. The authors who �rst introdued the unfold/fold rulesfor logi programs were Tamaki and Sato in their seminal paper [44℄. That paper presents a setof rules for transforming de�nite logi programs and it also presents the proof that those rulesare orret w.r.t. the least Herbrand model semantis. Most of the subsequent papers in the�eld have followed Tamaki and Sato's approah in that: (i) the various sets of rules whih havebeen published an be seen as extensions or variants of Tamaki and Sato's rules, and (ii) thetehniques used for proving the orretness of the rules are similar to those used by Tamaki andSato (the reader may look at the referenes given later in this setion, and also at [29℄ for asurvey). In the present paper we ourselves have followed Tamaki and Sato's approah, but wehave onsidered the more omplex framework of loally strati�ed onstraint logi programs withthe perfet model semantis.Among the rules we have presented, the following ones were initially introdued in [44℄ (in thease of de�nite logi programs): (R1) de�nition introdution, restrited to one lause only (thatis, with m=1), (R3) positive unfolding, (R5) positive folding, restrited to one lause only (thatis, with m=1). Our rules of replaement, deletion of useless prediates, onstraint addition, andonstraint deletion (that is, rules R7, R8, R9, and R10, respetively) are extensions to the aseof onstraint logi programs with negation of the goal replaement and lause addition/deletionrules presented in [44℄. In omparing the rules in [44℄ and the orresponding rules we haveproposed, let us highlight also the following important di�erene. The goal replaement andlause addition/deletion of [44℄ are very general, but their appliability onditions are based onproperties of the least Herbrand model and properties of the proof trees (suh as goal equivaleneor lause impliation) whih, in general, are very di�ult to prove. On the ontrary, (i) theappliability onditions of our replaement rule require the veri�ation of (usually deidable)properties of the onstraints, (ii) the property of being a useless prediate is deidable, beauseit refers to prediate symbols only (and not to the value of their arguments), and (iii) theappliability onditions for onstraint addition and onstraint deletion an be veri�ed in mostases by program analysis tehniques based on abstrat interpretation [10℄.For the orretness theorem (see Theorem 4.8) relative to admissible transformation sequeneswe have followed Tamaki and Sato's approah, and as in [44℄, the orretness is ensured byassuming the validity of some suitable onditions on the onstrution of the transformationsequenes.Let us now relate our work here to that of other authors who have extended in several waysthe work by Tamaki and Sato and, in partiular, those who have extended it to the ases of:(i) general logi programs, and (ii) onstraint logi programs.Tamaki and Sato's unfolding and folding rules have been extended to general logi programs(without onstraints) by Seki. He proved his extended rules orret w.r.t. various semantis,inluding the perfet model semantis [42, 43℄. Building upon previous work for de�nite logiprograms reported in [17, 22, 36℄, paper [37℄ extended Seki's folding rule by allowing: (i) multiplefolding, that is, one an fold m (� 1) lauses at a time using a de�nition onsisting of m lauses,and (ii) reursive folding, that is, the de�nition used for folding an ontain reursive lauses.



32.Multiple folding an be performed by applying our rule R5, but reursive folding annot.Indeed, by rule R5 we an fold using a de�nition introdued by rule R1, and this rule does notallow the introdution of reursive lauses. Thus, in this respet the folding rule presented in thispaper is less powerful than the folding rule onsidered in [37℄. On the other hand, the set of rulespresented here is more powerful than the one in [37℄ beause it inludes negative unfolding (R4)and negative folding (R6). These two rules are very useful in pratie, and both are needed forthe program derivation examples we have given in Setion 5. They are also needed in the manyexamples of program veri�ation presented in [13℄. For reasons of simpliity, we have presentedour non-reursive version of the positive folding rule beause it has muh simpler appliabilityonditions. In partiular, the notion of admissible transformation sequene is muh simpler fornon-reursive folding. We leave for future researh the problem of studying the orretness of aset of transformation rules whih inludes positive and negative unfolding, as well as reursivepositive folding and reursive negative folding.Negative unfolding and negative folding were also onsidered in our previous work [32℄. Thepresent paper extends the transformation rules presented in [32℄ by adapting them to a logilanguage with onstraints. Moreover, in [32℄ we did not present the proof of orretness ofthe transformation rules and we only showed some appliations of our transformation rules totheorem proving and program synthesis.In [40℄ Sato proposed a set of transformation rules for �rst order programs, that is, for a logilanguage that extends general logi programs by allowing arbitrary �rst order formulas in thebodies of the lauses. However, the semantis onsidered in [40℄ is based on a three valuedlogi with the three truth values true, false, and unde�ned (orresponding to non terminatingomputations). Thus, the results presented in [40℄ annot be diretly ompared with ours. Inpartiular, for instane, the rule for eliminating useless prediates (R8) does not preserve thethree valued semantis proposed in [40℄, beause this rule may transform a program that doesnot terminate for a given query, into a program that terminates for that query. Moreover, theonditions for the appliability of the folding rule given in [40℄ are based on the hosen threevalued logi and annot be ompared with those presented in this paper.Various other sets of transformation rules for general logi programs (inluding several vari-ants of the goal replaement rule) have been proved orret w.r.t. other semantis, suh as, theoperational semantis based on SLDNF resolution [16, 42℄, Clark's ompletion [16℄, and Kunen'sand Fitting's three valued extensions of Clark's ompletion [8℄. We will not enter into a detailedomparison with these works here. It will su�e to say that these works are not diretly ompa-rable with ours beause of the di�erent set of rules (in partiular, none of these works onsidersthe negative unfolding rule) and the di�erent semantis onsidered.The unfold/fold transformation rules have also been extended to onstraint logi programsin [7, 11, 12, 27℄. Papers [7, 11℄ deal with de�nite programs, while [27℄ onsiders loally strati�edprograms and proves that, with suitable restritions, the unfolding and folding rules preservethe perfet model semantis. Our orretness result presented here extends that in [27℄ beause:(i) the rules of [27℄ inlude neither negative unfolding nor negative folding, and (ii) the foldingrule of [27℄ is reversible, that is, it an only be applied for folding a set of lauses in a programP by using a set of lauses that our in P . As already mentioned in Setion 3, our foldingrule is not reversible, beause we may fold lauses in program Pk of a transformation sequeneby using de�nitions ourring in Defsk, but possibly not in Pk. Reversibility is a very stronglimitation, beause it does not allow the derivation of reursive lauses from non-reursive lauses.In partiular, the derivations presented in our examples of Setion 5 ould not be performed byusing the reversible folding rule of [27℄.



33.Finally, [12℄ proposes a set of transformation rules for loally strati�ed onstraint logi pro-grams tailored to a spei� task, namely, program speialization and its appliation to the ver-i�ation of in�nite state reative systems. Due to their spei� appliation, the transformationrules of [12℄ are muh more restrited than the ones presented here. In partiular, by using therules of [12℄: (i) we an only introdue onstrained atomi de�nitions, that is, de�nitions thatonsist of single lauses whose body is a onstrained atom, (ii) we an unfold lauses w.r.t. anegated atom only if that atom sueeds or fails in one step, and (iii) we an apply the positiveand negative folding rules by using onstrained atomi de�nitions only.We envisage several lines for further development of the work presented in this paper. As a �rststep forward, one ould design strategies for automating the appliation of the transformationrules proposed here. In our examples of Setion 5 we have demonstrated that some strategiesalready onsidered in the literature for the ase of de�nite programs, an be extended to generalonstraint logi programs. This extension an be done, in partiular, for the following strategies:(i) the elimination of loal variables [34℄, (ii) the derivation of deterministi programs [33℄, and(iii) the rule-based program speialization [24℄.It has been pointed out by reent studies that there is a strit relationship between programtransformation and various other methodologies for program development and software veri�a-tion (see, for instane, [13, 15, 25, 30, 31, 38℄). Thus, strategies for the automati appliation oftransformation rules an be exploited in the design of automati tehniques in these related �eldsand, in partiular, in program synthesis and theorem proving. We believe that transformationmethodologies for logi and onstraint languages an form the basis of a very powerful frameworkfor mahine assisted software development.AknowledgementsWe would like to thank Maurie Bruynooghe and Kung-Kiu Lau for inviting us to ontribute tothis volume. We would like also to aknowledge the very stimulating onversations we have hadover the years with the members of the LOPSTR ommunity sine the beginning of the seriesof the LOPSTR workshops. Finally, we express our thanks to the anonymous referees for theirhelpful omments and suggestions.7. Appendies7.1. Appendix AIn this Appendix A we will use the fat that, given any two atoms A and B, and any valuationv, if �(v(A)) � �(v(B)) then for every substitution #, �(v(A#)) � �(v(B#)). The same holdswith >, instead of �.Proof of Proposition 4.1. [Preservation of Loal Strati�ation℄. We will prove that, for k =0; : : : ; n, Pk is loally strati�ed w.r.t. � by indution on k.Base ase (k = 0). By hypothesis P0 is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Indution step. We assume that Pk is loally strati�ed w.r.t. � and we show that Pk+1 is loallystrati�ed w.r.t. �. We proeed by ases depending on the transformation rule whih is appliedto derive Pk+1 from Pk.Case 1. Program Pk+1 is derived by de�nition introdution (rule R1). We have that Pk+1 = Pk[fÆ1; : : : ; Æmg, where Pk is loally strati�ed w.r.t. � by the indutive hypothesis and fÆ1; : : : ; Æmgis loally strati�ed w.r.t. � by Condition (iv) of R1. Thus, Pk+1 is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.



34.Case 2. Program Pk+1 is derived by de�nition elimination (rule R2). Then Pk+1 is loallystrati�ed w.r.t. � beause Pk+1 � Pk.Case 3. Program Pk+1 is derived by positive unfolding (rule R3). We have that Pk+1 = (Pk �fg) [ f�1; : : : ; �mg, where  is a lause in Pk of the form H   ^ GL ^ A ^ GR and lauses�1; : : : ; �m are derived by unfolding  w.r.t. A. Sine, by the indution hypothesis, (Pk � fg)is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �, it remains to show that, for every valuation v, for i = 1; : : : ;m,lause v(�i) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. Take any valuation v. For i = 1; : : : ;m, there existsa lause i in a variant of Pk of the form Ki  i ^ Bi suh that �i is of the form H   ^ A=Ki ^ i ^ GL ^ Bi ^ GR. By the indutive hypothesis, v(H   ^ GL ^ A ^ GR) andv(Ki  i^Bi) are loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. We onsider two ases: (a) D j= :v(^A=Ki^i)and (b) D j= v( ^ A =Ki ^ i). In Case (a), v(�i) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. � by de�nition.In Case (b), we have that: (i) D j= v(), (ii) D j= v(A) = v(Ki), and (iii) D j= v(i). Let usonsider a literal v(L) ourring in the body of v(�i). If v(L) is an atom ourring positivelyin v(GL ^ GR) then �(v(H))� �(v(L)) beause v(H   ^ GL ^ A ^ GR) is loally strati�edw.r.t. � and D j= v(). Similarly, if v(L) is a negated atom ourring in v(GL ^ GR) then�(v(H)) > �(v(L)). If v(L) is an atom ourring positively in v(Bi) then �(v(H)) � �(v(L)).Indeed:�(v(H)) ��(v(A)) (beause v(H   ^GL ^A ^GR) is loally strati�edw.r.t. � and D j= v())=�(v(Ki)) (beause v(A)=v(Ki))��(v(L)) (beause v(Ki  i ^Bi) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �and D j= v(i))Similarly, if v(L) is a negated atom ourring in v(B) then �(v(H))>�(v(L)). Thus, the lausev(�i) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Case 4. Program Pk+1 is derived by negative unfolding (rule R4). As in Case 3, we have thatPk+1 = (Pk � fg) [ f�1; : : : ; �sg, where  is a lause in Pk of the form H   ^GL ^ :A ^GRand lauses �1; : : : ; �s are derived by negative unfolding  w.r.t. :A. Sine, by the indutionhypothesis, (Pk � fg) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �, it remains to show that, for every valuationv, for j = 1; : : : ; s, lause v(�j) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. Take any valuation v. Let K1  1 ^ B1; : : : ; Km  m ^ Bm be the lauses in a variant of Pk suh that, for i = 1; : : : ;m,D j= 9( ^ A=Ki ^ i). Then, we have that, for j = 1; : : : ; s, the lause v(�j) is of the formv(H   ^ ej ^ GL ^ Qj ^ GR), where v(Qj) is a onjuntion of literals. By the appliabilityonditions of the negative unfolding rule and by onstrution (see Steps 1�4 of R4), we have thatthere exist m substitutions #1; : : : ; #m suh that the following two properties hold:(P.1) for every literal v(L) ourring in v(Qj) there exists a (positive or negative) literal v(M)ourring in v(Bi#i) for some i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, suh that v(L) is v(M), and(P.2) if v(L) ours in v(Qj) and v(L) is v(M) with v(M) ourring in v(Bi#i) for some i 2f1; : : : ;mg, then D j= v(( ^ ej)! (A=Ki#i ^ i#i)).We will show that v(�j) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. By the indutive hypothesis, we have thatv(H   ^GL ^ :A ^GR) and v(Ki#i  i#i ^Bi#i) are loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.We onsider two ases: (a) D j= :v( ^ ej) and (b) D j= v( ^ ej). In Case (a), v(�j) isloally strati�ed w.r.t. � by de�nition. In Case (b), take any literal v(L) ourring in v(Qj). ByProperties (P.1) and (P.2), v(L) is v(M) for some v(M) ourring in v(Bi). We also have that:(i) D j= v(A)= v(Ki#i) and (ii) D j= v(i#i). Moreover D j= v(), beause we are in Case (b).Now, if v(M) is a positive literal ourring in v(Bi) we have:



35.�(v(H)) >�(v(A)) (beause v(H   ^GL ^ :A ^GR) is loally strati�edw.r.t. � and D j= v())=�(v(Ki#i)) (beause v(A)=v(Ki#i))(y) ��(v(M)) (beause v(Ki#i  i#i ^Bi#i) is loally strati�edw.r.t. � and D j= v(i#i)).Thus, we get: �(v(H)) > �(v(M)), and we onlude that v(�j) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Similarly, if v(M) is a negative literal ourring in v(Bi#i), we also get: �(v(H)) > �(v(M)).(In partiular, if v(M) is a negative literal, at Point (y) above, we have �(v(Ki#i)) > �(v(M)).)Thus, we also onlude that v(�j) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Case 5. Program Pk+1 is derived by positive folding (rule R5). For reasons of simpliity, weassume that we fold one lause only, that is, m = 1 in rule R5. The general ase where m � 1is analogous. We have that Pk+1 = (Pk � fg) [ f�g, where � is a lause of the form H  ^GL ^K#^GR derived by positive folding of lause  of the form H  ^d#^GL ^B#^GRusing a lause Æ of the form K  d^B introdued by rule R1. We have to show that, for everyvaluation v, v(H  ^GL^K#^GR) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. By the indutive hypothesis, wehave that: (i) for every valuation v, v() is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �, and (ii) for every valuationv, v(Æ) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. Take any valuation v. There are two ases: (a) D j= :v()and (b) D j= v(). In Case (a), v(�) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. � by de�nition. In Case (b), takeany literal v(L) ourring in v(B#). Now, either (b1) v(L) is a positive literal, or (b2) v(L) is anegative literal. In Case (b1) there are two subases: (b1.1) D j= :v(d#), and (b1.2) D j= v(d#).In Case (b1.1) by Condition (iv) of rule R1, �(v(K#)) = 0 and thus, �(v(H)) � �(v(K#)).Hene, v(�) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. In Case (b1.2), we have that D j= v( ^ d#) and,by the indutive hypothesis, �(v(H)) � �(v(L#)). Thus, �(v(H)) � �(v(K#)), beause byCondition (iv) of rule R1, �(v(K#)) is the smallest ordinal � suh that � � �(v(L#)). Thus,v(�) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Case (b2), when v(L) is a negative literal ourring in v(B#), has a proof similar to the one ofCase (b1), exept that �(v(H)) > �(v(L#)), instead of �(v(H)) � �(v(L#)).Case 6. Program Pk+1 is derived by negative folding (rule R6). We have that Pk+1 = (Pk�fg)[f�g, where � is a lause of the form H  ^ d#^GL ^:K#^GR derived by negative folding oflause  of the formH  ^d#^GL^:A#^GR using a lause Æ of the formK  d^A introduedby rule R1. We have to show that, for every valuation v, v(�) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. By theindutive hypothesis, we have that: (i) for every valuation v, v(H  ^ d#^GL ^:A#^GR) isloally strati�ed w.r.t. �, and (ii) for every valuation v, v(K  d^A) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Take any valuation v. There are two ases: (a) D j= :v( ^ d#), and (b) D j= v( ^ d#). InCase (a), v(�) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. � by de�nition. In Case (b), by the indutive hypothesis,we have only to show that �(v(H)) > �(v(K#)). Sine D j= v( ^ d#), by the indutivehypothesis we have that �(v(H)) > �(v(A#)). By Condition (iv) of the rule R1, we have that�(v(H)) > �(v(K#)). Hene, v(�) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Case 7. Program Pk+1 is derived by replaement (rule R7). We have that Pk+1 = (Pk��1)[�2,where (Pk��1) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. � by the indutive hypothesis and �2 is loally strati�edw.r.t. � by the appliability onditions of rule R7. Thus, Pk+1 is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Case 8. Program Pk+1 is derived by deletion of useless lauses (rule R8). Pk+1 is loally strati�edw.r.t. � by the indutive hypothesis beause Pk+1 � Pk.Case 9. Program Pk+1 is derived by onstraint addition (rule R9). We have that Pk+1 =(Pk�f1g)[f2g, where 2 : H  ^d^G is the lause in Pk+1 derived by onstraint additionfrom the lause 1 : H  ^G in Pk. For every valuation v, v(H  ^d^G) is loally strati�ed



36.w.r.t. � beause: (i) by the indution hypothesis v(H   ^G) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. � and(ii) if D j= v( ^ d) then D j= v(). Sine, by the indutive hypothesis, (Pk � f1g) is loallystrati�ed w.r.t. �, also Pk+1 is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Case 10. Program Pk+1 is derived by onstraint deletion (rule R10). We have that Pk+1 =(Pk � f1g) [ f2g, where 2: H   ^ G is the lause in Pk+1 derived by onstraint deletionfrom lause 1: H  ^d^G in Pk. By the appliability onditions of R10,  is loally strati�edw.r.t. �. Sine, by the indutive hypothesis, (Pk � f1g) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �, also Pk+1is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Finally, P0 [ Defsn is loally strati�ed w.r.t. � by the hypothesis that P0 is loally strati�edw.r.t. � and by Condition (iv) of rule R1. 27.2. Appendix BIn the proofs of Appendies B and C we use the following notions. Given a lause : H  ^L1^: : :^Lm and a valuation v suh that D j= v(), we denote by v the lause v(H  L1^ : : :^Lm).We de�ne ground () = fv j v is a valuation and D j= v()g. Given a set � of lauses, we de�neground (�) = S2� ground ().Proof of Proposition 4.4. Reall that P0; : : : ; Pi is onstruted by i (� 0) appliations of thede�nition rule, that is, Pi = P0[Defsi, and Pi; : : : ; Pj is onstruted by applying one the positiveunfolding rule to eah lause in Defsi. Let � be the �xed strati�ation funtion onsidered at thebeginning of the onstrution of the transformation sequene. By Proposition 4.1, eah programin the sequene Pi; : : : ; Pj is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Let us onsider a ground atom A. By omplete indution on the ordinal �(A) we prove that,for k = i; : : : ; j�1, there exists a proof tree for A and Pk i� there exists a proof tree for A andPk+1. The indutive hypothesis is:(I1) for every ground atom A0, if �(A0)<�(A) then there exists a proof tree for A0 and Pk i�there exists a proof tree for A0 and Pk+1.(If Part) We onsider a proof tree U for A and Pk+1, and we show that we an onstrut a prooftree T for A and Pk. We proeed by omplete indution on size(U). The indutive hypothesisis:(I2) given any proof tree U1 for a ground atom A1 and Pk+1, if size(U1)< size(U) then thereexists a proof tree T1 for A1 and Pk.Let  be a lause of Pk+1 and let v: A  L1 ^ : : : ^ Lr be the lause in ground () used atthe root of U . Thus, L1; : : : ; Lr are the hildren of A in U . For h = 1; : : : ; r, if Lh is an atomthen the subtree Uh of U rooted at Lh is a proof tree for Lh and Pk+1. Sine size(Uh)<size(U),by the indutive hypothesis (I2) there exists a proof tree Th for Lh and Pk. For h = 1; : : : ; r,if Lh is a negated atom :Ah then, by the de�nition of proof tree, there exists no proof tree forAh and Pk+1. Sine � is a loal strati�ation for Pk+1, we have that �(Ah)<�(A) and, by theindutive hypothesis (I1) there exists no proof tree for Ah and Pk.Now, we proeed by ases.Case 1.  2 Pk. We onstrut T as follows. The root of T is A. We use v: A L1^ : : :^Lr toonstrut the hildren of A. If r = 0 then true is the only hild of A in T , and T is a proof treefor A and Pk. Otherwise r�1 and, for h = 1; : : : ; r, if Lh is an atom Ah then Th is the subtreeof T at Ah, and if Lh is a negated atom then Lh is a leaf of T . By onstrution we have that Tis a proof tree for A and Pk.



37.Case 2.  62 Pk and  2 Pk+1 beause  is derived by positive unfolding. Thus, there exist:a lause � in Pk of the form H   ^ GL ^ AS ^ GR and a variant � of a lause in Pk of theform K  d ^ B suh that lause  is of the form H   ^ AS=K ^ d ^GL ^ B ^GR. Thus,(i) v(H) = A, (ii) D j= v( ^ AS =K ^ d), and (iii) v(GL ^ B ^ GR) = L1; : : : ; Lr. By (ii) wehave that �v 2 ground(Pk) and �v 2 ground(Pk). (Notie that, sine � is a variant of a lausein Pk, then �v 2 ground (Pk).)We onstrut T as follows. The root of T is A. We use �v to onstrut the hildren of A andthen we use �v to onstrut the hildren of AS . The leaves of the tree onstruted in this wayare L1; : : : ; Lr. If r = 0 then true is the only leaf of T , and T is a proof tree for A and Pk.Otherwise r�1 and, for h = 1; : : : ; r, if Lh is an atom then Th is the subtree of T rooted at Lh,and if Lh is a negated atom then Lh is a leaf of T . By onstrution we have that T is a prooftree for A and Pk.(Only-if Part) We onsider a proof tree T for a ground atom A and program Pk, for k = i; : : : j�1,and we show that we an onstrut a proof tree U for A and Pk+1. We proeed by ompleteindution on size(T ). The indutive hypothesis is:(I3) given any proof tree T1 for a ground atom A1 and Pk, if size(T1)<size(T ) then there existsa proof tree U1 for A1 and Pk+1.Let  be a lause of Pk and let v: A L1 ^ : : : ^ Lr be the lause in ground () used at theroot of T . Now we proeed by ases.Case 1.  2 Pk+1. We onstrut the proof tree U for A and Pk+1 as follows. We use v toonstrut the hildren L1; : : : ; Lr of the root A. If r = 0 then true is the only hild of A in U ,and U is a proof tree for A and Pk+1. Otherwise, r� 1 and, for h = 1; : : : ; r, if Lh is an atom,we onsider the subtree Th of T rooted at Lh. We have that Th is a proof tree for Lh and Pkwith size(Th)<size(T ) and, therefore, by the indutive hypothesis (I3), there exists a proof treeUh for Lh and Pk+1. For h = 1; : : : ; r, if Lh is a negated atom :Ah, then �(A)>�(Ah) beause� is a strati�ation funtion for Pk. Thus, by the indutive hypothesis (I1) we have that there isno proof tree for Ah and Pk+1. The onstrution of U ontinues as follows. For h = 1; : : : ; r, ifLh is an atom then we use Uh as a subtree of U rooted at Lh and, if Lh is a negated atom, thenLh is a leaf of U . Thus, by onstrution we have that U is a proof tree for A and Pk+1.Case 2.  2 Pk and  62 Pk+1 beause  has been unfolded w.r.t. an atom in its body. Letus assume that  is of the form H   ^ GL ^ AS ^ GR and  has been unfolded w.r.t. AS .We have that: (i) v(H) = A, (ii) D j= v(), and (iii) the ground literals L1; : : : ; Lr suh thatL1^ : : :^Lr = v(GL^AS^GR) are the hildren of A in T . Let �: K  d^B be the lause in Pkwhih has been used for onstruting the hildren of v(AS) in T . Thus, there exists a valuationv0 suh that: (iv) v(AS) = v0(K), (v) D j= v0(d), and (vi) the literals in v0(B) are the hildren ofv(AS) in T . Without loss of generality we may assume that  and � have no variables in ommonand v = v0. Thus, the ground literals M1; : : : ;Ms suh that M1 ^ : : : ^Ms = v(GL ^ B ^ GR)are desendants of A in T . For h = 1; : : : ; s, if Mh is an atom, let us onsider the subtree Th ofT rooted at Mh. We have that Th is a proof tree for Mh and Pk with size(Th)< size(T ) and,therefore, by the indutive hypothesis (I3), there exists a proof tree Uh for Mh and Pk+1. Forh = 1; : : : ; s, if Mh is a negated atom :Ah then Mh is a leaf of T and there exists no proof treefor Ah and Pk. Sine � is a strati�ation funtion for Pk, we have that �(A)>�(Ah) and thus,by the indutive hypothesis (I1), there exists no proof tree for Ah and Pk+1.Now let us onsider the lause � : H   ^AS=K ^ d ^GL ^B ^GR. � is one of the lausesderived by unfolding  beause � 2 Pk and, by (ii), (iv), (v) and the assumption that v = v0,we have that D j= v( ^ AS =K ^ d) and hene D j= 9( ^ AS =K ^ d). Thus, we onstrut a



38.proof tree U for A and Pk+1 as follows. Sine A = v(H) and M1 ^ : : : ^Ms = v(GL ^B ^GR),we an use �v: v(H  GL ^ B ^GR) to onstrut the hildren M1; : : : ;Ms of A in U . If s = 0then true is the only hild of A in U , and U is a proof tree for A and Pk+1. Otherwise, s� 1and, for h = 1; : : : ; s, if Mh is an atom then Uh is the proof tree rooted at Mh in U . If Mh is anegated atom then Mh is a leaf of U . The proof tree U is the proof tree for A and Pk+1 to beonstruted. 27.3. Appendix CProof of Proposition 4.6. Reall that the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pi; : : : ; Pj ; : : : ; Pm isonstruted as follows (see De�nition 3):(1) the sequene P0; : : : ; Pi, with i� 0, is onstruted by applying i times the de�nition intro-dution rule, that is, Pi = P0 [Defsi;(2) the sequene Pi; : : : ; Pj is onstruted by applying one the positive unfolding rule to eahlause in Defsi whih is used for appliations of the folding rule in Pj ; : : : ; Pm;(3) the sequene Pj ; : : : ; Pm, with j�m, is onstruted by applying any rule, exept the de�nitionintrodution and de�nition elimination rules.Let � be the �xed strati�ation funtion onsidered at the beginning of the onstrution ofthe transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn. By Proposition 4.1, eah program in the sequeneP0 [Defsi; : : : ; Pj ; : : : ; Pm is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.We will prove by indution on k that, for k = j; : : : ;m,(Soundness) if there exists a proof tree for a ground atom A and Pk then there exists a prooftree for A and Pj , and(Completeness) if there exists a Pj-onsistent proof tree for a ground atom A and Pj then thereexists a Pj-onsistent proof tree for A and Pk.The base ase (k = j) is trivial.For proving the indution step, onsider any k in fj; : : : ;m�1g. We assume that the soundnessand ompleteness properties hold for that k, and we prove that they hold for k+1. For thesoundness property it is enough to prove that:- if there exists a proof tree for a ground atom A and Pk+1 then there exists a proof tree for Aand Pk,and for the ompleteness property it is enough to prove that:- if there exists a Pj-onsistent proof tree for a ground atom A and Pk then there exists aPj-onsistent proof tree for A and Pk+1.We proeed by omplete indution on the ordinal �(A) assoiated with the ground atom A. Theindutive hypotheses are:(IS) for every ground atom A0 suh that �(A0)<�(A), if there exists a proof tree for A0 and Pk+1then there exists a proof tree for A0 and Pk, and(IC) for every ground atom A0 suh that �(A0)<�(A), if there exists a Pj-onsistent proof treefor A0 and Pk then there exists a Pj-onsistent proof tree for A0 and Pk+1.By the indutive hypotheses on soundness and ompleteness for k, (IS), (IC), and Proposi-tion 4.5, we have that:(ISC) for every ground atom A0 suh that �(A0)<�(A), there exists a proof tree for A0 and Pki� there exists a proof tree for A0 and Pk+1.Now we give the proofs for the soundness and the ompleteness properties.



39.Proof of Soundness. Given a proof tree U for A and Pk+1 we have to prove that there existsa proof tree T for A and Pk. The proof is by omplete indution on size(T ). The indutivehypothesis is:(Isize) Given any proof tree U 0 for a ground atom A0 and Pk+1, if size(U 0) < size(U) then thereexists a proof tree T 0 for A0 and Pk.Let  be a lause in Pk+1 and v be a valuation. Let v 2 ground () be the ground lause ofthe form A L1^ : : :^Lr used at the root of U . We proeed by onsidering the following ases:either (Case 1)  belongs to Pk or (Case 2)  does not belong to Pk and it has been derivedfrom some lauses in Pk by applying a transformation rule among R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R9, R10.(Reall that R1 and R2 are not applied in Pj ; : : : ; Pm, and by R8 we delete lauses.)The proof of Case 1 and the proofs of Case 2 for rules R3, R4, R9, and R10 are left to thereader. Now we present the proofs of Case 2 for rules R5, R6, and R7.Case 2, rule R5. Clause  is derived by positive folding. Let  be derived by folding lauses1; : : : ; m in Pk using lauses Æ1; : : : ; Æm where, for i = 1; : : : ;m, lause Æi is of the form K  di ^Bi and lause i is of the form H  ^ di#^GL ^Bi#^GR, for a substitution # satisfyingConditions (i) and (ii) given in (R5). Thus,  is of the form: H   ^ GL ^ K# ^ GR andwe have that: (a) v(H) = A, (b) D j= v(), and () v(GL ^K# ^ GR) = L1 ^ : : : ^ Lr. Sineprogram Pk+1 is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �, by the indutive hypotheses (ISC) and (Isize) we havethat: for h = 1; : : : ; r, if Lh is an atom then there exists a proof tree Th for Lh and Pk, and ifLh is a negated atom :Ah then there is no proof tree for Ah and Pk. The atom v(K#) is oneof the literals L1; : : : ; Lr, say Lf , and thus, there exists a proof tree for v(K#) and Pk. By theindutive hypothesis (Soundness) for Pk and Proposition 4.4, there exists a proof tree for v(K#)and Pi. Sine Pi = P0 [ Defsn and Æ1; : : : ; Æm are all lauses in (a variant of) P0 [Defsn whihhave the same prediate symbol as K, there exists Æp 2 Æ1; : : : ; Æm suh that Æp is of the formK  dp ^ Bp and Æp is used to onstrut the hildren of v(K#) in the proof tree for v(K#)and Pi. By Conditions (i) and (ii) on # given in (R5), we have that: (d) D j= v(dp#) and(e) v(Bp#) = M1 ^ : : : ^Ms. By the de�nition of proof tree, for h = 1; : : : ; s, if Mh is an atomthen there exists a proof tree for Mh and Pi, else if Mh is a negated atom :Eh then there is noproof tree for Eh and Pi. By Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 and the indutive hypotheses (Soundnessand Completeness) we have that, for h = 1; : : : ; s, ifMh is an atom then there exists a proof treeTh for Mh and Pk, else if Mh is a negated atom :Eh then there is no proof tree for Eh and Pk.Now we onstrut the proof tree T for A and Pk as follows. By (a), (b), and (d), we have thatv(H) = A and D j= v(^dp#). Thus, we onstrut the hildren of A in T by using the lause p:H  ^dp#^GL^Bp#^GR. Sine v(GL^Bp#^GR) = L1^ : : :^Lf�1^M1^ : : :^Ms^Lf+1^: : :^Lr, the hildren of A in T are: L1; : : : ; Lf�1;M1; : : : ;Ms; Lf+1; : : : ; Lr. By the appliabilityonditions of the positive folding rule, we have that s > 0 and A has a hild di�erent from theempty onjuntion true. The hildren of A are onstruted as follows. For h = 1; : : : ; r, if Lh isan atom then Th is the subtree of T rooted in Lh, else if Lh is a negated atom then Lh is a leafof T . For h = 1; : : : ; s, if Mh is an atom then Th is the subtree of T rooted in Mh, else if Mh isa negated atom then Mh is a leaf of T .Case 2, rule R6. Clause  is derived by negative folding. Let  be derived by folding a lause �in Pk of the form H  ^GL^:AF#^GR by using a lause Æ 2 Defsi of the form K  d^AF .Thus,  is of the form H   ^GL ^ :K# ^GR.Let v be of the form A L1 ^ : : :^Lf�1 ^:v(K#)^Lf+1 ^ : : :^Lr, that is, v(H) = A andD j= v(). By the onditions on the appliability of rule R6, we also have that D j= v(d#). Sineprogram Pk+1 is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �, we have that �(v(K#)) < �(A). By the de�nition of



40.proof tree, there is no proof tree for v(K#) and Pk+1. Thus, by hypothesis (ISC) there exists noproof tree for v(K#) and Pk. By the indutive hypothesis (Completeness) and Propositions 4.4and 4.5, there exists no proof tree for v(K#) and P0 [ Defsi and thus, sine K  d ^ AF isthe only lause de�ning the head prediate of K and D j= v(d#), there is no proof tree forv(AF#) and P0 [ Defsi. By Proposition 4.4 and the indutive hypothesis (Soundness), thereexists no proof tree for v(AF#) and Pk. Sine D j= v() there exists a lause �v in ground (�)of the form A  L1 ^ : : : ^ Lf�1 ^ :v(AF#) ^ Lf+1 ^ : : : ^ Lr. We begin the onstrution ofT by using �v at the root. For all h = 1; : : : ; f � 1; f + 1; : : : ; r suh that Lh is an atom andUh is the subtree of U rooted in Lh, we have that size(Uh) < size(U). By hypothesis (Isize)there exists a proof tree Th for Lh and Pk whih we use as a subtree of T rooted in Lh. For allh = 1; : : : ; f � 1; f + 1; : : : ; r suh that Lh is a negated atom :Ah we have that �(Ah) < �(A),beause program Pk+1 is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. Moreover, there is no proof tree for Ah inPk+1, beause U is a proof tree. By hypothesis (ISC) we have that there is no proof tree for Ahin Pk. Thus, for all h = 1; : : : ; f � 1; f + 1; : : : ; r suh that Lh is a negated atom we take Lh tobe a leaf of T .Case 2, rule R7. Clause  is derived by replaement. We only onsider the ase where Pk+1is derived from program Pk by applying the replaement rule based on law (8). The otherases are left to the reader. Suppose that a lause �: H  1 ^ G in Pk is replaed by lause: H  2 ^ G and D j= 8 (9Y 1 $ 9Z 2), where: (i) Y = FV (1)�FV (fH;Gg) and (ii)Z = FV (2)�FV (fH;Gg). Thus, ground () = ground(�) and we an onstrut a proof tree forthe ground atom A and Pk by using a lause in ground (�), instead of a lause in ground ().Proof of Completeness. Given a Pj-onsistent proof tree for A and Pk, we prove that there existsa Pj-onsistent proof tree for A and Pk+1. The proof is by well-founded indution on �(A;Pj).The indutive hypothesis is:(I�) for every ground atom A0 suh that �(A0; Pj) < �(A;Pj), if there exists a Pj-onsistentproof tree T 0 for A0 and Pk then there exists a Pj-onsistent proof tree U 0 for A0 and Pk+1.Let  be a lause in Pk and v be a valuation suh that v 2 ground () is the ground lause ofthe form H  L1 ^ : : : ^ Lr used at the root of T .The proof proeeds by onsidering the following ases: either  belongs to Pk+1 or  doesnot belong to Pk+1 beause it has been replaed (together with other lauses in Pk) with newlauses derived by an appliation of a transformation rule among R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9,R10 (reall that R1 and R2 are not applied in Pj; : : : ; Pm). We present only the ase where Pk+1is derived from Pk by positive folding (rule R5). The other ases are similar and are left to thereader.Suppose that Pk+1 is derived from Pk by folding lauses 1; : : : ; m in Pk using lausesÆ1; : : : ; Æm in (a variant of) Defsk, and let  be p, with 1 � p � m. Suppose alsothat, for i = 1; : : : ;m, lause Æi is of the form K  di ^ Bi and lause i is of the formH  ^di#^GL^Bi#^GR, for a substitution # satisfying Conditions (i) and (ii) given in (R5).The lause � derived by folding 1; : : : ; m using Æ1; : : : ; Æm is of the form: H  ^GL^K#^GR.Sine we use v at the root of T , we have that: (a) v(H) = A, (b) D j= v( ^ dp#), and() v(GL ^ Bp# ^ GR) = L1 ^ : : : ^ Lr, that is, for some f1, f2, v(GL) = L1 ^ : : : ^ Lf1,v(Bp#) = Lf1+1^ : : :^Lf2, and v(GR) = Lf2+1 ^ : : :^Lr. By Proposition 4.5 and the indutivehypotheses (Soundness and Completeness), for h = f1 + 1; : : : ; f2, if Lh is an atom then thereexists a proof tree for Lh and Pj , and if Lh is a negated atom :Ah then there is no a prooftree for Ah and Pj . By Proposition 4.4, by the fat that (by ii) D j= v(dp#), and by the fatthat Æp 2 Pi (reall that Defsk � Pi), we have that there exists a proof tree for v(K#) and Pj .



41.Moreover, sine K  dp ^Bp has been unfolded w.r.t. a positive literal, we have that:(y) �(v(Bp#); Pj) � �(v(K#); Pj)By Proposition 4.5 and the indutive hypothesis (Completeness), there exists a proof tree forv(K#) and Pk. Sine T is Pj-onsistent we have that, for h = 1; : : : ; r, �(A;Pj) > �(Lh; Pj).Moreover, we have that:�(A;Pj) > �(v(GL ^Bp# ^GR); Pj) (beause T is Pj-onsistent)= �(v(GL); Pj)� �(v(Bp#); Pj)� �(v(GR); Pj) (by de�nition of �)� �(v(GL); Pj)� �(v(K#); Pj)� �(v(GR); Pj) (by (y))� �(v(K#); Pj) (by de�nition of �)By the indutive hypotheses (I�) and (IS), for h = 1; : : : ; f1; f2+1; : : : ; r, if Lh is an atom thenthere exists a Pj-onsistent proof tree Uh for Lh and Pk+1, and if Lh is a negated atom :Ahthen there is no a proof tree for Ah and Pk+1. Moreover, by the indutive hypothesis (I�), thereexists a Pj-onsistent proof tree bU for v(K#) and Pk+1.Now we onstrut a Pj-onsistent proof tree U for A and Pk+1 as follows. By (a) and (b) wehave that v(H) = A and D j= v(). Thus, we onstrut the hildren of A in U by using the lause�: H  ^GL ^K#^GR. Sine v(GL ^K#^GR) = L1 ^ : : :^Lf1 ^ v(K#)^Lf2+1 ^ : : :^Lr,the hildren of A in U are: L1; : : : ; Lf1; v(K#); Lf2+1; : : : ; Lr. The onstrution of U ontinuesas follows. For h = 1; : : : ; f1; f2+1; : : : ; r, if Lh is an atom then Uh is the Pj-onsistent subtreeof U rooted in Lh, else if Lh is a negated atom then Lh is a leaf of U . Finally, the subtree of Urooted in v(K#) is the Pj-onsistent proof tree bU .The proof tree U is indeed Pj-onsistent beause: (i) for h = 1; : : : ; f1; f2+1; : : : ; r, �(A;Pj) >�(Lh; Pj), (ii) �(A;Pj)� �(v(K#); Pj), and (iii) every subtree rooted in one of the literalsL1; : : : ; Lf1; v(K#); Lf2+1; : : : ; Lr is Pj-onsistent. 2Referenes[1℄ M. Alpuente, M. Falashi, G. Moreno, and G. Vidal, �A transformation system for lazy fun-tional logi programs,� in Proeedings of the 4th Fuji International Symposium on Funtionaland Logi Programming, FLOPS'99 (A. Middeldorp and T. Sato, eds.), Leture Notes inComputer Siene 631, pp. 147�162, Springer-Verlag, 1999.[2℄ K. R. Apt, �Introdution to logi programming,� in Handbook of Theoretial ComputerSiene (J. van Leeuwen, ed.), pp. 493�576, Elsevier, 1990.[3℄ K. R. Apt, From Logi Programming to Prolog. London, UK: Prentie Hall, 1997.[4℄ K. R. Apt and R. N. Bol, �Logi programming and negation: A survey,� Journal of LogiProgramming, vol. 19, 20, pp. 9�71, 1994.[5℄ J.-M. Autebert, J. Berstel, and L. Boasson, �Context-free languages and pushdown au-tomata,� in Handbook of Formal Languages (G. Rozenberg and A. Salomaa, eds.), vol. 1,pp. 111�174, Berlin: Springer, 1997.[6℄ D. Basin, Y. Deville, P. Flener, A. Hamfelt, and J. Nilsson, �Synthesis of programs inomputational logi,� in Program Development in Computational Logi (M. Bruynoogheand K.-K. Lau, eds.), Springer, 2004.[7℄ N. Bensaou and I. Guessarian, �Transforming onstraint logi programs,� Theoretial Com-puter Siene, vol. 206, pp. 81�125, 1998.
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